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Abstract

In this thesis, we have shown the emergence of a tip-induced superconduct-

ing phase (TISC) at mesoscopic junctions between a normal metal (Ag) and a

topological Dirac (Cd3As2) or Weyl semimetal (TaAs) or nodal semimetal (ZrSiS).

The emerging interfacial superconductivity under a mesoscopic junction is unex-

pected and novel because the materials forming the mesoscopic contacts are non-

superconducting in nature. From theoretical considerations it is believed that the

topological semimetals exist close to the topological phase boundaries and can be

driven into topologically distinct phases by breaking certain symmetries. The emerg-

ing TISC on the topological semimetals discussed in the thesis are most possibly

due to topological phase transitions driven by the metallic point-contacts. In order

to investigate the nature of the superconducting phase in such cases, we have done

transport and magneto-transport based spectroscopic measurements by employing

point-contact spectroscopy (PCS). PCS is an energy resolved spectroscopic measure-

ment technique which involves mesoscopic contacts between two materials. PCS on

superconducting materials provides useful information about the energy gap and its

symmetry in the momentum space.

In addition to this work on topological semimetals, we have also studied phys-

ical properties of several semiconductors using different modes of scanning probe

microscopy (SPM). The modes include Atomic force microscopy (AFM), Piezore-

sponse force microscopy (PFM), Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) etc.. Through

PFM we have shown the existence of local ferroelectric ordering in certain semicon-

ducting materials like AgSbSe2 and SnTe which also have superior thermoelectric

properties. From PFM experiments on a number of non-ferroelectric systems (Sil-

icon, printed circuit board etc.) we have shown that PFM cannot be used as a

“smoking gun” of ferroelectricity. In this context we have shown the ferroelectric-
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like hysteresis behavior emerging on silicon. We have also shown nano-structuring

on silicon using AFM lithography.

To justify the above works, we have chosen the following thesis plan:

Chapter I is an introduction to the work presented in the thesis. It includes

discussion on methods and attempts that have been made to investigate the super-

conducting phase on topologically non-trivial materials in the past. This chapter

highlights the advantage of point-contact spectroscopy to explore TISC on topo-

logical materials, where bulk characterization tools fail. It also includes detailed

discussion of PCS on mesoscopic NS junctions in different regimes of transport fol-

lowed by the discussion of theoretical model has been used to analyze the PCS

spectra. In order to highlight all the key features in different regimes of transport

for a superconducting point-contact, we have also shown representative differential

conductance (dI/dV ) spectra on a known conventional superconductor, lead (Pb)

by making a metallic point-contact using silver (Ag) tips.

Chapter II describes the instrumentation and experimentation of a point-

contact probe. A point contact spectroscopy probe is developed in-house to carry

out dI/dV measurements at low temperatures down to 1.5 K and high magnetic field

of about 6 Tesla. The schematic picture of the home-built point-contact probe.The

data acquisition set-up and method also developed in house has also been discussed.

Chapter III shows emergence of an unexpected superconducting phase at the

mesoscopic point-contacts between pure silver (Ag) and a 3D Dirac semi-metal

Cd3As2. Such a phase a critical temperature more than 8 K while neither Cd3As2

nor Ag are superconductors. Further, point-contact made on Cd3As2 with a su-

perconducting tip of Nb we have shown the emergence of a pronounced zero-bias

conductance peak which undergoes splitting in energy under certain conditions, indi-

cating the possibility of Majorana bound states as expected at the interfaces between

s-wave superconductors and topologically non-trivial materials with high degree of

spin-orbit coupling.
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Chapter IV deals with tip induced superconductivity on the Weyl semimetal

tantalum arsenide (TaAs). A mesoscopic contact on TaAs/Ag shows a supercon-

ducting transition at a temperature of 7 K. Moreover, the magnetic field and temper-

ature dependent spectra show systematic evolution with magnetic field as expected

for superconducting point-contacts. A suppression of Andreev reflection amplitude

is also seen which can be attributed to the existence of spin polarization at the

surface of TaAs. All the spectra obtained on TaAs are remarkably fitted well us-

ing BTK model, which is traditionally for conventional superconductors. Therefore,

our results indicate that there is coexistence of conventional superconductivity and

spin-polarization at the point-contact on TaAs.

Chapter V introduces another highly stable and fascinating material that be-

longs to the family of topological semimetals–the so-called topological nodal semimetal

ZrSiS. A novel superconducting phase with a remarkably high Tc of 7.5 K is in-

duced in single crystals of ZrSiS by a non-superconducting metallic tip of Ag. This

superconducting phase is expected to co-exist with the well preserved topological

properties of ZrSiS thereby emerging as a strong candidate for topological super-

conductivity.

Chapter VI deals with SPM measurements on certain semiconductors like

AgSbSe2, SnTe etc.. Through such measurements, for the first time, we have shown

the existence of a new type of multi-functional materials where nano-scale ferro-

electric domains coexist with superior thermoelectric properties. We named them

ferroelectric thermoelectrics. The materials in which such unique coexistence was

observed include AgSbSe2 and SnTe. In this chapter we also discuss another im-

portant technical observation regarding PFM. From PFM experiments on a large

number of non-ferroelectric systems we have shown that PFM hysteresis and ”but-

terfly loops” cannot be considered a “hallmark signatures” of ferroelectricity. In

this context, we have shown that hysteretic phase switching can be observed in

popular semiconductors like Silicon, a material that is frequently used as a base
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material/substrate for PFM measurements. Our results show that in such cases,

a “fake” ferroelectric-like signal might emerge from the underlying substrate itself.

Furthermore, in this chapter we have also shown how nano-meter scale topographic

structures can be written on Silicon through AFM lithography under ambient con-

ditions.

Chapter VII contains a brief summary of the main results of the present thesis.
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1 Introduction

The investigation of superconductivity in materials harbouring exotic quasiparticles

like Dirac, Weyl or Majorana fermions [1–4] has drawn tremendous attention in

contemporary condensed matter physics. A newly discovered class of materials

with non-trivial band structures, known as topological materials [5–7], host such

exotic quasiparticles. Such systems also exist close to topological phase boundaries

which, in principle, make it possible to drive them into further exotic phases of

matter like topological superconductors, for example. Partial realization of such an

idea has been achieved through chemical doping [8–10] and applying high pressure

[11–16] into such systems. For example, when Cu is intercalated into otherwise

non-superconducting bismuth selenide (Bi2Se3) [15], a layered topological insulator,

shows superconductivity below 3.8 K and bismuth telluride (Bi2Te3) [16] another

topological insulator belonging to the same class shows superconductivity with TC =

3 K under a pressure of 3-6 GPa. In this thesis, we report a new method of inducing

superconductivity and studying the nature of superconductivity in such systems by

simply making mesoscopic point contacts using normal elemental metals. Such a

superconducting phase induced by a non-superconducting tip is referred to as “tip-

induced superconductivity (TISC)” in literature.

Since the newly discovered method helps realization of a new mesoscopic su-

perconducting phase in the form of superconducting nano-droplets under points of

contact between different materials, traditional bulk characterization tools for char-

acterizing superconductors [17] e.g., four-probe resistance and magnetization mea-

surements fail to provide much information regarding the superconducting phase.

We have shown that such a phase, however, can be detected through transport

and magneto-transport based spectroscopic measurements in different regimes of

mesoscopic transport. [18–21] Such a phase emerges only under a confined geometry

between a tip and a topologically non-trivial material — this discovery opens up
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a new direction in understanding the emergence of superconductivity from a new

perspective and hints to significant application potential in nano-electronic devices

which may pave the way for fault-tolerant quantum computing [22,23] through the

experimental realization of Majorana fermions. [24]

In the following section, I will discuss how a superconducting phase that emerges

only under mesoscopic point contacts can be detected and confirmed by exploring

the spectroscopic signatures in different regimes of transport that are unique to

superconducting point contacts.

1.1 Tip Induced Superconductivity (TISC)

Bulk superconductors are perfect conductors as well as perfect diamagnets and are

traditionally characterized by zero resistance and negative susceptibility. [17] These

two important properties of superconductivity are challenging to observe under point

contact even for known superconductors. The reasons for non-zero resistance for

superconducting point-contacts are: (a) the resistance of the non-superconducting

component of the point-contacts, [18] (b) finite number of conducting channels [25]

and (c) possible mismatch of the Fermi-velocities in the two materials forming the

point-contacts. [18, 26] Hence measurement of “zero-resistance” is not necessarily a

hallmark signature of superconductivity under point contacts. Testing the perfect

diamagnetism of the confined region under point contact is also challenging due to

extremely low expected signal to noise ratio compared to what is usually achieved

in a lab. Therefore, in order to detect the superconducting nature that emerges on

the non-superconducting materials under point-contacts, we have performed PCS.

[18,27] There are several strong spectroscopic signatures in addition to sharp resistive

transition to confirm the superconducting phase emerging only under point contacts,

which we discuss in the following sections.
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1.2 Point-contact spectroscopy (PCS)

Transport of electrons through a macroscopic metal is characterized by Ohm’s law

which exhibits linear I − V curve [19], showing a finite resistance because of in-

elastic scattering from various scattering centers like phonons in metals, magnons

in magnets and impurities. However, when electrons transport through a narrow

constriction between two metals with diameter (a) smaller than the mean scatter-

ing length (l) of electrons within the constriction, the electrons do not undergo any

scattering statistically and the electrons accelerate to attain higher and higher ki-

netic energy. When the kinetic energy is sufficiently high, the electrons can undergo

scattering from the elementary excitation modes thereby leading to non-linearities

in the I−V characteristics. Through such mechanism, energy resolved spectroscopy

can be performed which gives various spectroscopic informations of the materials.

PCS is an experimental technique to perform such measurements.

1.2.1 Transport of electrons through a metallic point-contact

There are several methods to perform PCS like needle-anvil, shear method, break

junctions and lithography to fabricate mesoscopic junctions. [18] We have used

“needle-anvil” method in which a sharp tip of a material is brought in contact

with the other material in such a way that the two electrodes just touch each other

and make a mesoscopic ohmic contact. The schematic of a PCS experiment is shown

in Figure 1.1. It depicts a point-contact between two metals through which elec-

trons transport from one metal to another. Four electrical connections are made to

perform transport measurements.

The resistance to electronic transport between two metals is given by Wexler’s

formula [25] as shown below:

RPC =
2h/e2

(akF )2
+ Γ(l/a)

ρ(T )

2a
(1)
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Tip

Sample

V

I

Figure 1.1: The schematic diagram of PCS experiment, showing a point-contact between two
metals.

In the above equation, h is the Planck’s constant, e is the charge of a single

electron, a is the contact diameter. ρ is the bulk resistivity of the material and T is

the effective temperature at the point-contact. Γ (gamma function) varies from 0.7

to 1 with the decrease of l/a ratio from∞ to zero. Formula shows that the resistance

of a point-contact between two metals depends upon mainly two parameters. The

primary parameter is contact diameter ‘a′ between the sample and the tip. And

second one is the mean free path ‘l′ (elastic or inelastic) of an electron. Depending

upon l/a ratio, transport of electrons can be categorized into different regimes i.e.

quantum/ ballistic/ thermal/ intermediate regime.

Quantum Regime: When the point-contact diameter is in the order of angstrom

i.e. de-Broglie wave length then conductance gets quantized, which is given by

G0 =N × 2e2

h
, where N is number of the conducting channels. [30]

Ballistic Regime: A point-contact is in the ballistic regime when the point-

contact diameter becomes larger than the de-broglie wave length and smaller than

the electronic elastic mean free path (le) i.e. a<le. In this regime, statistically,

the electrons do not suffer any inelastic scattering within the contact and they

move ballistically without any dissipation. However, because of large number of

conducting channels and physical properties of point-contact, there is always some
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finite resistance at a mesoscopic contact which is equal to the Sharvin‘s resistance

(RS) represented as a first term in the equation (1). The first term of the equation

(1) depends only on the geometry of the point-contact. [31]

Thermal Regime: In thermal regime, the contact diameter is larger than the

inelastic electronic mean free path of electrons (li) i.e. a>li where inelastic scat-

tering becomes more prominent. The point-contact resistance in this regime is

represented by Maxwell’s resistance (RM) i.e. the second term in equation (1).

It depends directly on the resistivity of the materials forming the point-contact.

Because of inelastic scattering, a large part of energy is dissipated.

Intermediate Regime: When the point-contact diameter lies somewhere in

between two extreme regimes i.e. ballistic and thermal regimes, the point-contact

is said to be in an intermediate regime. In this regime both Sharvin’s resistance

and Maxwell’s resistances contribute. The contact resistance is given by Wexler’s

equation (1).

Similarly, PCS has been used to study the superconducting properties of a su-

perconductor by replacing one of the metal forming a point-contact by a supercon-

ductor. The electronic transport in the ballistic regime through an NS interface

is governed by Andreev Reflection (AR). It provides energy resolved spectroscopic

information of two materials and gives the superconducting energy gap. In the next

section, we will discuss AR in more details. We will also introduce the theoretical

model given by Blonder, Tinkham, Klapwijk (BTK), that has been traditionally

used to study AR in superconducting point-contacts. A modified BTK model in-

cluding spin polarization of the fermi surface will be discussed.

1.2.2 Transport of electrons through a superconducting point-contact

1.2.2.1 Point-contact AR spectroscopy: Ballistic regime of transport:

Figure 1.2 shows the schematic diagram of AR process which describes the electronic

transport from a metal to a superconductor in an NS junction. [32] The quasipar-
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ticle density of states (DOS) profile of a superconductor is shown along with the

superconducting energy gap (∆). Since the superconducting energy gap is usually

in the order of meV, DOS profile of a normal metal side can be approximated to be

flat.

Figure 1.2: The schematic diagram of AR process describing electronic transport through an NS
junction from a metal to a superconductor in the ballistic regime of transport. The dotted lines
represent the superconducting energy gap in the quasiparticle density of state of a superconductor
and dotted arrows representing the ‘trajectory’ of electron and hole through an NS junction under
different bias.

Generally, electrons passing through an NS junction undergo three processes (1)

Normal transmission (2) Normal reflection (3) AR. [20] When interface is biased

such that electrons in the metal side have energy E1 (shown in figure 1.2), electrons

transmit to the superconductor side due to presence of accessible states for electrons

in that side. However, when the applied dc bias is such that the electronic energy

lies within the superconducting gap i.e. E2 (shown in figure 1.2), then electrons can

not undergo normal transmission because of superconducting energy gap where only

cooper pairs can exist. There no accessible state for a single particle to move within

the superconducting energy gap. At that energy scale electrons can undergo normal

reflection or AR or both depending upon the strength of the potential barrier at the
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interface. An electron reflects as a hole and for conservation of charge a cooper pair

propagates in the superconductor and consequently conductance gets enhanced. A

simulated normalized differential conductance, ((dI/dV )N) versus V spectrum (also

called PCAR spectrum) is shown in figure 1.3 (a). It shows that within the gap

conductance becomes twice than outside the gap for a transparent point-contact at

T = 0.
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Figure 1.3: The BTK simulated ((dI/dV )N ) vs. V spectra at T=0 K and ∆ = 2meV (a) without
barrier (Z= 0) and (b) with finite barrier (Z= 0.2). Here ‘Z’ is a dimensionless quantity i.e.

Z=
V0
~vF

where, vF is fermi velocity. It represents the barrier strength at NS interface.
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Figure 1.4: A (dI/dV )N vs. V spectrum on Pb/Ag point contact in the ballistic regime of transport.

In practice, there is always a finite barrier at the interface which results in two

peaks in the spectrum symmetric about V = 0. These peaks are called AR peaks
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which give directly an estimated value of superconducting energy gap (shown in

figure 1.3 (b)).

In figure 1.4, we have introduced experimentally obtained (dI/dV )N vs. V point-

contact spectrum in ballistic regime of transport on a known superconductor, lead

(Pb) by making a metallic point-contact with silver (Ag) tip. The two symmetric

peaks about V = 0, a hallmark of AR peaks, provide an estimated value of super-

conducting energy gap which is approximately 1.4 meV in this case.

BTK formalism: The theoretical model to analyze the PCAR spectrum is

given by Blonder, Thinkham and Klapwijk (BTK) [33]. This is one dimensional

model. The model considers all the possible processes like transmission, reflection

and AR occur at NS junctions where electrons move perpendicular to the interface

of two materials. The model considers a delta function, H=V0δ(x) for the junction.

BTK model has also taken care of barrier at the junction due to presence of oxide

layer or fermi mismatch of materials, by adding a parameter i.e. Z. It represents

barrier width which is a dimensionless parameter, Z=
V0

~vF
, where, vF is fermi ve-

locity. In order to simulate PCAR spectrum by BTK model, we first calculate a

expression for I − V curve. We consider a wave function for electron and hole as

below,

ψ=

f(x, t)

g(x, t)

 (2)

f(x, t) and g(x, t) are electron and hole wave function respectively. Bogoliubov-

de Gennes [17] equations for these wave functions are written as follow:

ι~
∂f

∂x
= [−~2∇2

2m
− µ(x) + V (x)]f(x, t) + ∆(x)g(x, t) (3)

ι~
∂g

∂x
=−[−~2∇2

2m
− µ(x) + V (x)]g(x, t) + ∆(x)f(x, t) (4)
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Here, ∆(x) is the energy gap, µ(x) is the chemical potential. The trial wave functions

to calculate the current at the interface are:

ψ=

u
v

 eιkx− ιEt~ (5)

f =ue

ιkx− ιEt
~ &g=ve

ιkx− ιEt
~ (6)

E=
√

[~2k2/2m− µ]2 −∆2 (7)

u2 =
1

2
[1 +

√
(E −∆2

E
] (8)

v2 = 1− u2 (9)

Then incident, reflected and transmitted wave functions are:

Ψinc=

1

0

 eιkxeιEt/~ (10)

Ψrefl = [a

0

1

 eιkx + b

1

0

 e−ιkx]e−ιEt/~ (11)

Ψtran= [c

u
v

 eιkx + d

v
u

 e−ιkx]e−ιEt/~ (12)

Where coefficients a and b are given by a=u0v0/γ, b=−(u2
0 − v2

0)(Z2 + ιZ)/γ.

u2
0 and v2

0 are the probabilities of an electronic state being occupied and unoccupied

respectively:
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u2
0 =

1

2
[1 +

√
(E + ιΓ )−∆2

E + ιΓ
], v2

0 = 1− u2
0 (13)

Γ represents the shortening of quasiparticle life times due to inelastic scattering

near the contacts which is discussed as a modified BTK model separately. How-

ever, in a simple BTK model, only elastic scattering is considered at N/S interface,

therefore, Γ is remained zero here.

γ2 =γγ∗, γ=u2
0 + (u2

0 − v2
0)Z2 (14)

The boundary conditions for particles moving at x= 0 from normal metal to

superconductor are as follow:

(i) Ψ at x= 0, so ΨS(0) = ΨN(0)

(ii) (~/2m)(Ψ
′
S − Ψ

′
N) =HΨ(0), the derivative of boundary condition for delta

function.

If electrons tunnel through an NS junction then number of occupied states is

NN(E)f(E) and number of unoccupied final states is NS(E + eV )[1− f(E + eV )].

Here, NN(E) is density of states of the normal metal, NS(E) is density of states of the

superconductor and f(E) is the Fermi function. For reverse current joint probability

for this process is NN(E)f(E+eV )NS(E+eV )[1−f(E)]. By subtracting the reverse

current from the forward current, net current through an NS junction is [20,33]

INS =α |T |2
∫ +∞

−∞
NN(E)NS(E+eV )[f(E−eV )−f(E)][1+A(E)−B(E)]dE (15)

where α is the constant that depends upon the junction and fermi velocity.

|T |2 is a phenomenological tunneling matrix element that depends on the type

of insulator between the N/S junction and governs whether the event occurs. In

practice, NN(E) =NN(0), then differential conductance at T= 0 is given as below:
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GNS≡
dINS
dV
|T=0∝NS(e |V |) (16)

The calculated dI/dV gives the density of states of a superconductor which is

observed in the tunneling regime spectrum [34] as shown in figure 1.5 with high

Z value i.e. Z= 2. In PCAR electrons move through a point-contact and suffer

scattering during transport, therefore, Z should be small. If we use the BTK for-

mulation to incorporate ARs (Andreev reflections), the current that flows across the

junction is:

Iballistic∝
∫ +∞

−∞
[f(E − eV )− f(E)][1 + A(E)−B(E)]dE (17)

A(E) is the AR probability and B(E) is the normal reflection probability that

is given by A(E) =aa∗ and B(E) = bb∗ respectively.

Au(E) =
∆2/E

2

1− ε(1 + 2Z2)2
, forE<∆ (18)

Au(E) =
(uv)2

γ2
, forE>∆ (19)

Bu(E) = 1− A(E), forE<∆ (20)

Bu(E) =
((u)2 − (v)2)2Z2(1 + Z2)

γ2
, forE>∆ (21)

γ2 = (((u)2 − (v)2)Z2 + (u)2)2 (22)

ε= (E2 −∆2)/E2 (23)

The expression for the dI/dV of an NS junction corresponding to the AR process
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at T = 0 is given as below:

Gballistic=
dINS
dV
|T=0∝ (1 + A(eV )−B(eV )) (24)
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Figure 1.5: The simulated (dI/dV)N vs. V spectra using BTK theory at T=1.4 K and ∆ = 2meV
with variation in Z. It is showing the transition of point-contact spectra from transport regime
(low Z value) to tunneling regime (high Z value).

In this equation 1+A(E)-B(E) [33] represents transmission coefficient for elec-

trical current. This coefficient incorporates the fact that when a hole is reflected

a positive charge moves in the opposite direction of the incident electron. Such

a current is represented by A(E) and will add to the incident current. Similarly,

reflected electrons are represented by B(E) and will reduce the current. Figure 1.5

represents (dI/dV)N vs. V spectra using above expression with different Z values.

The represented BTK simulated spectra show the transition of point-contact trans-

port regime (low Z) to tunneling regime (high Z) at T = 1.4K. In the case of Z= 0

(transparent interface), the reflection process govern only Andreev process. In the

case of strong surface barrier (Z2(u2 − v2)>>1), there is no AR and shows only

quantum tunneling process.

BTK has also introduced the expression for dI/dV at different temperatures. In

figure 1.6, simulated (dI/dV )N is presented at ∆ = 2meV and Z= 0.2 with variation

in temperature from 0 K to 30 K, showing thermal broadening. With increase in T
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Andreev peaks are smeared out finally leave a single zero-bias.
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Figure 1.6: The simulated (dI/dV )N vs. V spectra using BTK thoery at finite barrier width,
Z= 0.2 and ∆= 2meV with variation in temperature (T ), showing thermal broadening.

Modified BTK theory with spin polarization: As per BTK theory [33,35]

when the point contact is between a superconductor and an unpolarized (normal)

metal, the current is given by

Iu =C

∫ +∞

−∞
[f(E − eV )− f(E)][1 + Au(E)−Bu(E)]dE (25)

Where, Au(E) is the AR probability and Bu(E) is the normal reflection proba-

bility for an unpolarized current. For a fully polarized current, the same formula can

be used by replacing Au and Bu with Ap and Bp respectively. Ap and Bp are respec-

tive probabilities for a fully spin polarized Fermi surface of the non-superconducting

electrode forming the point contact. The subscripts u and p denote the coefficients

for the unpolarized and polarized current respectively. Au(E), Bu(E), Ap(E) &

Bp(E) were calculated using the following formula:

for the entire range of E:

Ap(E) = 0 (26)
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Bp(E) = 1, forE<∆ (27)

Bp(E) =
(
√

E2−∆2

E2 − 1)2 + 4Z2(E
2−∆2

E2 )

(
√

E2−∆2

E2 + 1)2 + 4Z2(E
2−∆2

E2 )
, forE>∆ (28)

Au(E) =
∆2

E2 + (∆2 − E2)(1 + 2Z2)2
, forE<∆ (29)

Au(E) =
(usvs)2

γ2
, forE>∆ (30)

Bu(E) = 1− A(E), forE<∆ (31)

Bu(E) =
((us)2 − (vs)2))2Z2(1 + Z2)

γ2
, forE>∆ (32)

γ2 = (((us)2 − (vs)2)Z2 + (us)2)2, (33)

Here us and vs are obtained from the solution of the Bogoliubov-de Gennes

(BdG) equation in the superconductor:

(us)2 = 1− (vs)2 = 1/2[1 +

√
E2 −∆2

E2
] (34)

Z=
V0

~vF
(35)

After calculating the Iu and Ip we have simply written the total modified current

including the transport spin polarization P t as

Imod = (1− P t)Iu + P tIp (36)
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We have plotted the simulated data using BTK theory in figure 1.7 at different

values of polarization, P . It shows that the normalized zero bias conductance drops

from 2 when P = 0 to 0 when P = 1 (100 %). This is used to fit the experimental

dI/dV curves to determine the transport spin polarization, P t. [36].

T= 1.4 K
∆=2 meV
Z=0.2
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Figure 1.7: The simulated (dI/dV)N vs. V spectra using BTK thoery at T = 1.4K and ∆ =2meV
with variation in P values from 0% to 100% .

Modified BTK theory for unconventional superconducting phase: The

BTK formalism is valid for PCAR spectrum obtained between a conventional su-

perconductor and a normal metal and usually shows sharper features than exper-

imentally observed spectra. This is because, it considers only elastic scattering at

N/S interface, however, experimentally electrons also suffer with inelastic scattering.

Therefore, to incorporate the broadening of peaks [37], one more parameter, Γ is

involved. Γ [37] represents the shortening of quasiparticle life times due to inelastic

scattering at the contacts.

The broadening could be accounted by adding an imaginary component Γ to

Energy E, i.e., E→E + iΓ. In such fittings, the value of Γ was constrained to be

very small, i.e., smaller than 10% of ∆. Physically adding an imaginary component

to the energy means introducing finite lifetime of the quasiparticles. Therefore, Γ

should be small compared to ∆. Otherwise, the superconducting phase cannot be
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stable.

ι~
∂f

∂x
= [

~2∆2

2m
+ µ(x) + ιΓ− V (x)]f(x, t) + ∆g(x, t) (37)

ι~
∂g

∂x
=−[

~2∇2

2m
+ µ(x) + ιΓ− V (x)]g(x, t) + ∆f(x, t) (38)

f =ue

ιtx− ιEt− Γt

~ (39)

g=ve

ιtx− ιEt− Γt

~ (40)

Iballistic=C

∫ +∞

−∞
[f(E − eV )− f(E)][1 + A(E)−B(E)]dE (41)

A(E) =aa∗ and B(E) = bb∗, where the coefficients a and b are given by

a=u0v0/γ (42)

b=−(u2
0 − v2

0)(Z2 + ιZ)/γ (43)

where u2
0 and v2

0 are the probabilities of an electronic state being occupied and

unoccupied respectively which are written as:

u2
0 =

1

2
[1 +

√
(E + ιΓ )−∆2

E + ιΓ
] (44)

v2
0 = 1− u2

0 (45)

γ=u2
0 + (u2

0 − v2
0)Z2&γ2 =γγ∗ (46)
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Figure 1.8: The simulated (dI/dV )N vs. V spectra using BTK theory at T=1.4 K and ∆ = 2meV ,
changing Γ values.

Figure 1.8 shows the simulated (dI/dV )N versus V spectra with different values

of Γ. They are significantly broader than the spectra without Γ. With increase in the

ratio of Γ/∆, the amplitude of (dI/dV )N gets decrease and the spectra become more

broader. Hence, by addition of more fitting parameters i.e. Γ and P in conventional

BTK model, the modified one becomes more flexible.

In order to explore other regimes of transport of point-contact, we have investi-

gated the Pb/Ag point-contacts in thermal and intermediate regimes as well.

1.2.2.2 Transport of electrons through a superconducting point-contact:

Thermal and Intermediate regimes: In thermal regime, point-contact resis-

tance (RM) depends on the bulk resistivity of materials forming point-contact.

Therefore, if we make a a point-contact between a superconductor and a metal

and perform temperature dependent study, the point-contact shows the signature

of a superconducting transition below critical temperature. In figure 1.9 (a) we

have shown temperature dependent resistance measurements on Pb by forming a

mesoscopic point-contact using Ag tip in thermal regime. It shows a transition

at temperature around 7.2 K, which is the Tc for the bulk Pb. It also shows the

evolution of critical temperature with increasing magnetic field as expected for a
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superconducting point-contact.
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Figure 1.9: (a) Magnetic field dependence R−T data on Pb/Ag point contacts in thermal regime of
transport. (b) A (dI/dV )N vs. V spectrum on Pb/Ag point contact in the same point-contact as
shown in (a). The dips in (dI/dV )N originate owing to the critical current of the superconducting
junction. The line shows the I − V curve corresponding to RM after subtracting RS . The flat
portion shows the dissipationless current flowing through the point contact.

Further, I−V curve of the same point-contact shows non-linearity corresponding

to the critical current value of the superconductor and resistance of the contact is

given by Wexler’s formula (RPC= RS + RM ). From BTK theory, we can calculate

an approximate I−V characteristic associated with the ballistic component (RS) of

a point-contact resistance and then subtract the same from the I−V associated with

the total point contact resistance (RPC). The resultant I−V thus obtained is associ-

ated with the Maxwell’s contribution (RM) alone. The resultant I−V characteristic

of the same point-contact leads to the non-linearity in the I − V curve (shown in

figure 1.9 (b)). The flat portion in figure 1.9 (b) shows dissipation less current state

which rises up as current flowing through the point-contact exceeds critical current

value of point-contact. Such non-linearities are seen clearly in (dI/dV )N versus V

spectrum as two sharp dips symmetric about V = 0. A representative spectrum on

Pb/Ag point-contact in thermal regime of transport on Pb/Ag is shown in figure

1.9 (b), showing critical current driven dips.

As the tip is withdrawn gradually from the sample the thermal regime point-

contact transition to a ballistic regime through an intermediate regime. The tip
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Figure 1.10: A (dI/dV )N vs. V spectrum on Pb/Ag point contacts in intermediate regime of
transport.

is gradually withdrawn in small steps so as to reduce the contact area without

breaking the contact and the spectra are recorded for each successive contacts. One

representative spectrum in the intermediate regime on Pb/Ag point contact is shown

in figure 1.10. In the intermediate regime of transport, we have found signature of

critical current driven features (dips in (dI/dV )N symmetric about V = 0) as well as

AR driven features (peaks in (dI/dV )N symmetric about V = 0) in the spectrum.

To conclude, in this chapter, we have discussed PCS in general by exploring

different regimes of mesoscopic transport. The detailed discussion of PCAR spec-

troscopy which has been used to study the energy and spin resolved spectroscopic

properties are also included. Finally, we have shown various spectral features (hall-

mark of TISC) in different regimes of transport under the metallic point-contact on

a known superconductor, Pb. In this thesis, we discuss our recent results on the

discovery of TISC phase in different topological semimetals. The organization of

the thesis is as follow:

In chapter 2 we discuss details of PCS technique, instrumentation, electronics

and software development followed by our results on 3D topological Dirac semimet-

als Cd3As2, Weyl semimetal TaAs and nodal semimetal ZrSiS in chapters 3 - 5.
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In chapter 6 we show the high temperature measurements on the semiconducting

materials using different modes of scanning based microscopy followed by summary

of the thesis.
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1.3 Appendix

1.3.1 Why does the point-contact resistance (RPC) not become zero?

A bulk superconductor indeed shows zero resistance. However, when a mesoscopic

contact is made on a superconductor with a non-superconducting metal, the contact

resistance cannot usually be zero. Figure 1.9 (a) in chapter 1 shows R − T data

on Pb/Ag point-contact in thermal regime of transport where it is clear that the

resistance does not become zero down to 1.4 K. This shows that for a supercon-

ducting point-contact, the contact resistance may not become zero. Actually, the

point-contact resistance depends a lot on the size of the point contact where the

contact resistance is given by Wexlers formula (as shown in equation (1)).

I+

V-

V+

I-

Tip

Sample

1

2

3 4

Rtip

RPC = RS + Γ(l/a)RM

Rsample

2

3

(a) (b)

Figure A1.1: A schematic diagram showing different components of resistance that are measured
in a point contact geometry.

In figure A1.1, we show how different components of resistance are measured in

a point contact geometry . Even when the bulk of the superconductor transitions

to the superconducting phase, the point-contact resistance must remain non-zero

because (i) there is always a temperature independent Sharvin’s contribution and (ii)

the non-superconducting component within the current path in the point contact will

always show non-zero resistance and (iii) possible mismatch of the Fermi-velocities in

the two materials forming the point-contact. As illustrated in figure A1.1, even when



Rtip=Rsample= 0, for SS point contacts, RPC can remain non-zero. Therefore, in this

case, since the superconducting phase emerges only under the point contacts where

the bulk of the sample continues to remain non-superconducting, measurement of

“zero-resistance” is not a relevant experiment.
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2 Experimental details and Instrumentation

PCS technique has played a significant role to study the superconducting properties

of materials under mesoscopic contacts. In the following section, I will describe the

technical details of PCS measurements followed by a discussion on the fabrication

of a home-built setup for performing such experiments at low temperature.

2.1 Experimental technique

Several techniques are developed to perform PCS measurements e.g. needle-anvil

[38], shear method [39], breaks junctions [40], lithography [41] etc. I have used

needle-anvil method to study solid-state materials like single crystals, polycrys-

talline, thin films and foils. It includes a sharp tip (like a needle) of a material

which is brought close to another material such that a mesoscopic contact can be

formed (shown in figure 2.1).

To study different transport regimes of point-contact a pseudo four probe method

(figure 2.1) was used where two leads were put on the sample and other two leads

were put on the tip using silver epoxy. These four leads were used to measure the

differential resistance (dV/dI) across the point-contacts to perform low temperature

PCS measurements. In order to manipulate the size of the point contact a differential

screw arrangement was attached with a rotator through a long stainless steel tube

which can be controlled from outside the cryostat. Usually a point-contact shows

the tunneling regime due to presence of an insulating layer on the surface of the

tip and the sample. In order to perform PCS measurements, tip is pressed further

such that very small cracks are developed on the dielectric layer which result into

nano-electrical contacts.
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Tip

Sample

Figure 2.1: The image of bottom part of point-contact probe showing experimental arrangement
of point-contact spectroscopy measurements using needle-anvil method.

2.2 Instrumentation

The low temperature measurements were performed in a liquid helium cryostat

working down to 1.4 K (figure 2.2 (a)). To avoid the vibration during the measure-

ments, the cryostat was completely isolated from the rest part of the building by

using many layers of highly vibration absorbing materials like styrofoam, neoprene

and quartz sand. The cryostat was equipped with a three-axis vector magnet which

can apply a maximum magnetic field of 6 Tesla along the vertical direction using a

superconducting solenoid and 1 T in the horizontal plane using four superconducting

Helmholtz coils with AMI (American Magnetics, Inc.) controller (figure 2.2 (b)).

The cryostat was also equipped with a dynamic variable temperature insert (VTI)

inside which there was one static VTI as shown in figure 2.3. The bottom part of the

static VTI was made of copper for efficient cooling. The sample probe was inserted
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inside the static VTI which was first evacuated and then filled with exchange (dry

helium) gas to cool down the sample area.

(a) (b)(b)

Figure 2.2: Low temperature point-contact set-up containing (a) cryostat working down to 1.4 K
temperature and (b) a AMI vector controller with maximum magnetic field about 6 Tesla.

Static variable 

temperature insert (VTI)

Point-contact probe

Exchange gas and pumping port
attached with VTI

Figure 2.3: The solid work image of point-contact probe inserted in the static VTI.

2.2.1 Point-contact probe

The low temperature point-contact probe was designed and fabricated in house. The

image of point-contact probe is shown in figure 2.4. The probe consists of a long

stainless steel tube at the end of which the probe-head is mounted. The bottom

part of the probe is equipped with a 100 threads per inch (t.p.i.) differential screw

that is rotated by a shaft running to the top of the cryostat through probe head.

The screw is threaded to a copper cylinder in such a way that its one end is attached

to shaft and other end is attached to a copper block inside the cylinder. When we

use rotator to move the screw through the shaft, cooper block moves forward and

backward. That copper block is attached to a teflon cylinder to which tip is fixed.
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This is the design of differential screw assembly through which linear motion of

the tip is achieved. The electrical connections are made by twisted pairs of cooper

wires. The sample-holder is made of a 1” dia. copper disk. A cernox thermometer is

mounted on the copper disc for the measurement of temperature. The temperature

of the disc is varied by a heater mounted on the same copper disc.

Connectors for 
electrical connections

Rotator to engage 
and withdraw the tip Probe head

Sample space

Differential

screw 

arrangement

Tip holder

Sample 
holder

Sample Space Probe Head

Teflon block

Tip
Sample

Sensor

Heater

Figure 2.4: A image of a home-built point-contact probe with close view of different parts of the
probe.

The tips are fabricated by cutting a 0.25 mm dia. metal wire at an angle. The

tip is mounted on the tip holder and two gold contact leads are made on the tip with

silver epoxy. The samples are mounted on the sample holder and two silver-epoxy

contact leads are mounted on the sample as well.

2.2.2 Electronics and data acquisition set-up for analysis of PCS spectra

The differential conductance as a function of dc bias voltage across the point-contact

is measured by ac modulation technique using lock-in amplifier (figure 2.5 (a)). The

setup contains Stanford SS330 DSP lock-in amplifier, a dc current source (Model-

6220,frequency range: few tens of Hz to few kHz, multiples of line frequency should

be avoided to reduce noise level), and a multimeter (Model-2000) from Keithley

Inc. A Model-350 temperature controller from Lakeshore Inc is used to monitor and
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control the sample temperature.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: (a) A lock-in based modulation technique used to record the dV/dI with respect to
V across the point-contact (measured by a digital multimeter, Keithley 2000). (b) The schematic
diagram of electronics set-up for performing PCS.

The schematic of lock-in based ac modulation technique, used to obtain the point-

contact spectra i.e. dV/dI vs. V data, is shown in figure 2.5 (b). A sweeping dc

current Idc coupled with a small fixed amplitude ac current Iaccosωt (Idc� Iac) from

lock-in (by applying an ac voltage through a high resistance, at least thousand times

the contact resistance) with internal locking is passed through the point contact and

the dc output voltage across the point contact V is recorded by a voltmeter or a

digital multimeter while the differential resistance dV/dI (proportional to the ac

output voltage locked externally at the first harmonic) is measured by a lock-in

amplifier working at 375 Hz. The signal locked at first harmonic is proportional to

dV/dI (and second harmonic to d2V/dI2): the output voltage can be expressed by

Taylor expansion, V (I= Idc + Iaccosωt) =V (Idc) +
(
dV
dI

)
|Idc Iaccosωt + 1

2

(
d2V
dI2

)
|Idc

(Iaccosωt)
2 + · · ·=V (Idc) +

(
dV
dI

)
|Idc Iaccosωt + 1

4

(
d2V
dI2

)
|Idc (Iac)

2(1 + cos2ωt) + · · ·

The reason behind setting the frequency 375 Hz was to avoid multiples of 50 hz line

frequency. The ac component of the input current should not be very high since

this voltage determines the resolution of the measurement technique. This current is

typically set such that the first harmonic response of the lock-in is roughly only 1% of

the voltage scale of interest i.e., for a PCAR experiment, since the superconducting
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gap is typically few millivolts, the lock in response should be of the order of few

micro volts.

+
-

4.7 KΩ

47 KΩ

1 K pot

output

Vdc

Vaccosωt

4.7 KΩ

+
-

Figure 2.6: The schematic diagram of electrical circuit of an adder followed by a current converter.

Another simple alternative is using of a voltage to current (V-I) converter (figure

2.6) through which a couple signal of dc input with a very small ac input is fed across

the point-contact. The data acquisition is performed through GPIB connection and

the measurement is made completely automated (using LabVIEW platform) with

full control over the measurement parameters like temperature and magnetic field

through interactive graphic-user-interface (GUI).
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3 TISC in the 3D Dirac semimetal Cd3As2

Although the 3D topological Dirac semi-metals [42–44] can be stable where the Dirac

points are protected by symmetry, they exist close to topological phase boundaries,

and therefore, they are expected to be driven into topologically distinct phases by

explicit symmetry breaking. [45] The proposed new phases of matter that could be

derived from a 3D topological Dirac semi-metal through explicit symmetry breaking

include new topological insulators [6], Weyl semi-metals [4, 46], and topological su-

perconductors. [47–50] Therefore, the 3D Dirac semi-metals provide a novel platform

where topologically diverse quantum phase transitions can be realized. Recently the

II-V semiconductor Cd3As2 has been shown to be a stable 3D Dirac semi-metal

by angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [43] and scanning tunnel-

ing spectroscopy (STS) [51] experiments. The ARPES experiments concluded that

Dirac fermions exist in the bulk of Cd3As2 with linear energy dispersion along all

three directions in the momentum space. In order to detect possible exotic phases

on the topological semimetal Cd3As2, we have performed PCS measurements by

making nanometer scale junctions between pure elemental normal metals like silver

(Ag) and Cd3As2.

3.1 Point-contact spectroscopy: Different regimes of trans-

port on Cd3As2

In figure 3.1 (a), we have shown temperature dependent resistance measurements on

a mesoscopic point-contacts in thermal regime showing a transition at temperature

around 7.5 K. This transition looks similar to the superconducting transition. In or-

der to further investigate the possible superconducting nature of the point-contacts

we have performed magnetic field dependence of the same point-contact. We ob-

served that for a given point-contact the superconducting transition temperature

decreases with increasing magnetic field (figure 3.1 (b)) as expected for a supercon-
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ducting point-contact.
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Figure 3.1: (a) A point-contact R − T on Cd3As2 representing superconducting transition at
7.5 K (b) H-dependence of point contact R − T showing systematic evolution of superconducting
transition with applied magnetic field.

The measured normalized differential conductance ((dI/dV )N) as a function of

a dc-bias (V ) developed across a thermal point-contact between Ag and Cd3As2 is

shown in figure 3.2 (a). Two sharp dips in (dI/dV )N are observed at ±5mV respec-

tively confirming that the point-contact is superconducting [26]. The I − V shown

as a blue line in the figure corresponds to the total resistance of the point-contact

(RPC =RM + RS) [25]. We have separately calculated the I − V corresponding to

RS [19] using the theory of Blonder-Tinkham and Klapwijk (BTK) for supercon-

ducting point-contacts and subtracted the same from RPC . The resultant I − V

corresponding to RM is shown in figure 3.2 (b) and it clearly shows dissipation less

current state which rise up as current flowing through the point-contact exceeds

critical current value of point-contact. Two sharp dips appear when the dc-current

flowing through the point-contact reaches the critical current for the given point-

contact. [18,26]. These observations show the evidence of superconducting phase on

Cd3As2 point-contact.

By manipulating the size of contact diameter by withdrawing the tip gradually

from the sample, we can speculate different regimes under the point-contacts. In the

ballistic regime where Sharvin’s resistance dominates, two dips are seen symmetric

about V = 0 in the (dI/dV )N vs. V spectrum which is a hallmark of AR. [33] In figure
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Figure 3.2: (a) A (dI/dV )N versus V spectrum close to the thermal regime: The dips in (dI/dV )N
originate due to the critical current of the superconducting junction. The blue line shows the I−V
corresponding to the total resistance (RM +RS) of the point-contact. (b) The I−V corresponding
to RM after subtracting RS . This shows the dissipationless current flowing through the point-
contact.
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Figure 3.3: (a) A (dI/dV )N vs. V spectrum in ballistic regime of transport at Cd3As2/ Ag point-
contact. Two peaks symmetric about V = 0 show the AR peaks. (b) A (dI/dV )N vs. V spectrum
in thermal regime of transport at Cd3As2/ Ag point-contact. It shows both AR peaks and critical
current driven dips.

3.3 (a), a representative spectrum is obtained on the point-contact in the ballistic

regime. In between two extreme regimes i.e. thermal regime and ballistic regime,

the point transition through so-called intermediate regime. [26] One representative

spectrum in the intermediate regime on Cd3As2/Ag point contact is shown in Figure

3.3 (b). In the intermediate regime of transport, we have found signature of critical

current driven features (dips in (dI/dV )N symmetric about V = 0) as well as AR

driven features (peaks in (dI/dV )N symmetric about V = 0) in the spectrum.

We have observed strikingly similar features on Cd3As2/Ag point-contact as

observed on Pb/Ag point-contact. However, neither Cd3As2 nor Ag are supercon-
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ductor. It may conclude that the metallic point-contacts on Cd3As2 are supercon-

ducting.

3.2 Magnetic field dependence

In Figure 3.4 (a), we show how the critical current dominated spectra obtained

from the point-contacts close to the thermal limit evolve with magnetic field. [26]

The central dip (due to superconducting transition below the critical current) in

the spectra evolves smoothly with magnetic field and disappears at Hc = 4.5 T.

The critical-current driven side-peaks also show systematic evolution with magnetic

field. [18] Further, as the tip is withdrawn from the sample slowly, the thermal regime

point-contacts transition to a ballistic regime through an intermediate regime. One

representative spectrum in the intermediate regime is shown in Figure 3.4 (b). In the

intermediate regime of transport, we have found signature of critical current driven

features (peaks in (dV/dI)N symmetric about V = 0) as well as Andreev reflection

driven features (dips in (dV/dI)N symmetric about V = 0) in the spectrum. In this

case the gap-structure appears at a lower voltage due to the thermal contribution

to the spectrum. The magnetic field dependence of the same spectrum show the

evolution of the gap structure and the critical current peaks with increasing the

magnetic field.

(d
V

/d
I)

N

(d
V

\d
I)

N

V (mV)

Critical 
current peaks

Critical 
current peaks

Superconducting
dip

V (mV)

Andreev 
reflection
dips

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: (a) Magnetic field dependence of a spectrum in the thermal regime. The peaks in
((dI/dV )N due to critical current of the superconducting point-contact are indicated by arrows.
(b) The magnetic field dependence of a point-contact spectrum in the intermediate regime. The
peaks in (dI/dV )N originating from critical current of the superconducting point-contact and the
dips in (dI/dV )N originating from the AR at the interface between Cd3As2 and Ag are indicated
by arrows.
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3.3 Unconventional Nature of Superconductivity

3.3.1 Existence of Pseudogap

In order to determining the nature of superconductivity it is important to perform

spectroscopy when there is no inelastic scattering occurs under the point-contact

and for that we do PCS in ballistic regime of transport. [18] A ((dI/dV )N) vs. V

spectrum in ballistic regime is shown in figure 3.5 (a), we observe Andreev peaks

appear at 6.7 meV, which is a hallmark of AR [33]. It is also observed that the peaks
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Figure 3.5: (a) Spectrum captured from a point-contact in the ballistic regime of transport showing
the gap (∆) features. The spectra have been given a vertical shift for visual clarity. The scheme of
computing ∆ is also shown. (b) The temperature dependence of ∆. In this plot we show more data
points than the number of spectra shown. ∆ survives above 13 K which is more than 2 times Tc
and does not show considerable temperature dependence indicating the presence of a pseudogap.

are significantly broader than what is expected from BTK theory that is traditionally

used to analyze AR spectra obtained on conventional BCS superconductors. [52,53]

This might be due to a large inelastic broadening [37]parameter at the interface

and/or an unconventional pairing. In order to analyze such spectra quantitatively a

theoretical model for AR taking into account the non-trivial topological properties

of one of the electrodes forming the point-contact must be developed. Nevertheless,

the position of the peaks provides an approximate estimate of the gap. [33] From

the spectra provided in figure 3.5 (a) it is found that the magnitude of the gap in

this case is approximately 6.7 meV. This value is unusually large given the low Tc

(> 8 K) of the superconducting phase as that points to a dramatically large value
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for ∆/kBTc∼ 10.

To obtain further insight about the gap feature observed at 1.4 K we have per-

formed temperature dependence of the (dI/dV )N spectra in the ballistic regime

(Figure 3.5(b)). Surprisingly, the position of the peak in (dI/dV )N does not show

significant shift with increasing temperature and the peaks survive up to 13 K

beyond which the spectra become flat due to thermal broadening. This observa-

tion is strikingly similar to the pseudo-gap feature observed in case of the cuprates

where the peaks in (dI/dV )N representing the pseudogap do not shift with tem-

perature. [54, 55] It should also be noted that although the onset temperature of

superconductivity is 6 K, the AR like features are observed up to 13 K. Similar

observation was made earlier in the context of the ferro-pnictide [56, 57] and the

chalcogenide superconductors. [57] This was attributed to (1) AR originating from

pre-formed phase incoherent Cooper pairs [58] in the normal state of epitaxial thin

films of ferropnictide superconductors [56] and (2) a novel phase of matter not re-

lated to superconductivity in the normal state of the iron chalcogenide superconduc-

tors. [57] However, in the second case the spectral features exhibited a systematic

temperature dependence unlike what we observe here.

3.3.2 Concave curvature of H − T phase diagram

Further investigate the superconducting nature of the point contacts we have con-

structed the H−T phase diagram (Figure 3.6(b)). [17] As it is seen in Figure 3.6(a),

for a given point contact, Tc decreases with increasing magnetic field. The transition

becomes less clear above a magnetic field of 4.8 Tesla. We note that the critical field

of a superconducting point contact can be significantly different from the critical

field of the bulk superconductor itself. [59]

In Figure 3.6(b), we also show the empirical prediction for the H − T phase

diagram as a dashed line for a conventional superconductor. An approximate ex-

trapolation of the empirical H − T curve indicates a critical field as high as 14 T
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Figure 3.6: (a) Magnetic field dependence of the R − T for a point-contact in thermal regime of
transport. (b) The H − T phase diagram. The dotted line shows the empirical prediction for a
conventional superconductor. The red dots are the data points extracted from the graphs in (a).

for the given point contact. The deviation of the measured data from the empirical

prediction at higher temperature with a concave curvature could be an indication of

unconventional superconductivity. [17] However, the concave curvature in the H−T

phase diagram alone does not prove the existence of unconventional pairing. In fact,

the intrinsic disorder induced by the point contact might also cause a concave cur-

vature.

3.3.3 Zero Bias Conductance Peak (ZBCP)

In order to investigate the relation of this gap with superconductivity, we have

probed the magnetic field dependence of the spectra obtained on a point-contact

in the ballistic regime (Figure 3.7). The gap features show systematic dependence

on magnetic field and the extrapolation of this dependence indicates that the gap

feature vanishes around 45 kG. Therefore, it is confirmed that in this case the pseu-

dogap is a precursor phase to the superconducting state.

All the spectra obtained in the ballistic regime also show a peak structure in

(dI/dV )N at V = 0. When the over-all signal is large, this structure is clearly visible.

As shown in Figure 3.7, for certain point-contacts, this zero-bias conductance peak

(ZBCP) is pronounced. Such a ZBCP is commonly seen for ab-plane tunneling

in d-wave superconductors where it is attributed to the existence of zero energy
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Figure 3.7: Magnetic field dependence a spectrum in the ballistic regime showing the evolution of
the gap feature as well as a prominent ZBCP with magnetic field.

Andreev Bound states (ABS). [60] Such unique magnetic field dependence hints to

the existence of Andreev bound states (ABS) due to a possible p-wave component

in the order parameter symmetry of the new superconducting phase. [61] From the

magnetic field dependence it is seen that the ABS is robust and survives up to

a high magnetic field. Since the superconducting phase has been derived from a

topologically non-trivial system, the robustness against applied large magnetic field

might also indicate the existence of time-reversal-invariant Majorana edge-modes

in the Cd3As2 point-contacts. [62, 63] In fact, such a ZBCP with similar magnetic

field dependence was earlier observed in the topological superconductor CuxBi2Se3,

where the ZBCP was attributed to the existence of Majorana Fermions. [64–66]

3.3.4 Order parameter symmetry

From the general shape of the dV/dI spectra it is clear that the intermediate regime

data has contribution from both AR and critical current. In order to confirm the

existence of the AR contribution, we have differentiated the expression of current

(Iballistic) with respect to V and compared the same with the experimental data. The

representative fittings with the fitting parameters are shown in figure 3.8. The data

obtained in the ballistic regime are significantly broader than the BTK prediction.
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This is because in the ballistic regime the inelastic scattering processes are forbidden

and therefore, the features associated with unconventional component of the order

parameter are prominent.

Figure 3.8: Two Ag-Cd3As2 point-contact spectra obtained at different magnetic fields in the
intermediate regime with low-bias BTK fits.

The fact that we could fit the low-bias part of the spectrum with BTK theory

also confirms that the order parameter symmetry in the new superconducting phase

is a mixed angular momentum symmetry with a strong s-wave component. From

the analysis and discussion regarding the observed ZBCP presented in the main text

there is a strong indication that a s + p-wave type of symmetry is possible in this

new superconducting phase. [67]

(a) (b)

Figure 3.9: (a) A dV/dIN spectrum obtained from a Co-Cd3As2 point-contact. (b)Magnetic field
dependence of another spectrum.

The possible p-wave contribution is further supported by our experiments on
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the point-contacts made with a spin-polarized metal (Cobalt) where the AR related

features are clearly visible (as in figure 3.9) indicating that the superconducting prop-

erties are not strongly suppressed by the proximity of a metal with spin-polarized

Fermi-surface. Moreover, the superconductivity related features for the Co-Cd3As2

point-contacts survived up to a high magnetic field of 25 kG.

3.3.5 ZBCP and splitting in Cd3As2

The investigation of the complex superconducting phases, particularly in the newly

discovered topologically nontrivial systems have raised the possibility of exploring

the topological superconducting phase that are expected to host some of the most

elusive particles predicted in quantum field theory, the Majorana fermions [68, 69].

Discovery of superconducting phase in topological non-trivial 3D Dirac semimetal,

Cd3As2 [70–72], where the material itself does not show superconductivity but under

nano-meter scale interfaces between normal metals and Cd3As2 become supercon-

ducting with unconventional pairing interactions. [73] Since from theoretical per-

spective significant progress has been made in understanding the possible “smoking

gun” signature of Majorana modes that might emerge at the interfaces between a

known s-wave superconductor and a high spin-orbit coupling semiconductor [74–86].

The investigation of such mode we have performed point contact spectroscopy on

Cd3As2 with sharp tips of Nb, a conventional s-wave superconductor.

3.3.5.1 Point-contact spectroscopy in different transport regimes using

Nb tip: Figure 3.10 (a) shows a typical point-contact spectrum obtained between

a non-superconducting elemental metal like silver (Ag) and Cd3As2. The two peaks

symmetric about V = 0 in this spectrum appear due to AR between the normal

metal and a superconducting phase that is induced at the point of contact and the

position of the peaks gives an approximate estimate of the superconducting energy

gap which in this case was ∼5.5meV . A tiny zero-bias conductance peak (ZBCP)
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is also observed in the spectrum.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Ag/Cd3As2 point-contact showing a zero-bias conductance peak (ZBCP) along
with two sharp peaks corresponding to the induced superconducting gap voltage. (b) Nb/Cd3As2
point-contact showing a very prominent ZBCP without splitting — we call this type-I spectrum.
(c) For a different barrier strength the ZBCP shows splitting — we call this type-II spectrum.

In figure 3.10 (b) we show a spectrum obtained from an Nb/Cd3As2 point contact

with a normal state (high-bias) contact resistance of 2 Ω. The spectrum shows

the superconducting gap structures at ∆ =±5.5meV respectively, as it was seen

for Ag/Cd3As2 point contacts as shown in figure 3.10 (a). However, in contrast

to figure 3.10 (a), the spectrum presented in figure 3.10 (b) shows a remarkably

sharper ZBCP. When the point contact is physically changed in order to achieve a

different effective interfacial barrier (Z, as defined in the BTK theory), the ZBCP

spontaneously splits into two peaks symmetric about V = 0 (See Figure 3.10 (c)).

For all the experiments presented here, the Nb tips were made out of 0.25mm dia.

wires of pure (99.999%) Nb which shows a superconducting critical temperature of

9.1 K and a gap of 1.2meV . It should be noted that the spectra for Nb/Cd3As2

point contacts are broader than the spectra for Ag/Cd3As2 point contacts. This

can be attributed to the fact that the s-wave gap of Nb mixes non-trivially with the

unconventional gap of Cd3As2 and the AR feature associated with Nb is hidden in

the broadened spectra.

3.3.5.2 Magnetic field and temperature dependence: In order to find out

whether the zero-bias conductance peak is associated with the superconductivity of

the point contacts, we have performed magnetic field dependence of both types of
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spectra. The systematic magnetic field dependent data are presented in figure 3.11.

Both types of spectra, type I and type II evolve smoothly with magnetic field.
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Figure 3.11: (a),(b) Magnetic field dependence of type-I spectra for Nb/Cd3As2 point-contact in
3-D and 2-D respectively. (c),(d) Magnetic field dependence of type-II spectra for Nb/Cd3As2
point-contact in 3-D and 2-D respectively. The point-contact spectra showing disappearance of a
ZBCP and splitting of the ZBCP with stronger magnetic field.

The spectra of type I lose the prominent spectral features namely the induced

gap structure at 5 meV and the single ZBCP at a magnetic field of 2.4 Tesla (figure

3.11 (a), figure 3.11 (b)). It should be noted that the ZBCP disappears at the same

magnetic field where the induced superconducting gap structure disappears.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the observed ZBCP is related to supercon-

ductivity. In fact, a similar magnetic field dependence of the ZBCP was seen with

non-superconducting tips. The spectra of type II that show the splitting of the

ZBCP also show a systematic evolution with increasing magnetic field. The double

peak structure gives rise to a single peak at 0.4 Tesla which further evolves to become

a single dip at 1.0 Tesla. The dip structure, along with the induced gap structure at

higher bias, almost disappears at a high magnetic field of 6 Tesla. The difference in

the magnitude of fields at which the spectral features disappear for the spectra of

type I and of type II further confirm that the nature of the point contacts in the two

cases are significantly different. The observed difference in magnetic field depen-
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dence for the two different point contacts is consistent with the expected variation

in superconducting point contacts.
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Figure 3.12: (a),(b) Temperature dependence of type-I spectra for Nb/Cd3As2 point-contact in
3-D and 2-D respectively. (c),(d) Temperature dependence of type-II spectra for Nb/Cd3As2 point-
contact in 3-D and 2-D respectively. The point-contact spectra showing disappearance of a ZBCP
and splitting of the ZBCP with higher temperature.

The relation between the ZBCP and it’s splitting can also be confirmed from

the temperature dependence of the AR spectra of type I and type II (Figure 3.12).

All the spectral features evolve systematically with increasing temperature and the

ZBCP disappears at the same temperature where the superconducting gap struc-

ture also disappears. It may be noted that the critical temperature of the point

contacts vary slightly between the spectra of type I and of type II possibly due

to the difference in the point contact geometry and the transparency of the point

contacts.

In addition to that, the difference in spectral features in the two types of spectra

(i.e. type-I and type-II) that we have presented above attributed to the difference

in Z. This is reasonable because, in general, for a given combination of a tip and

a sample, for different point contacts, Z is the parameter that changes most signif-

icantly from one-point contact to another. Statistically, the two types of spectra

for Nb/Cd3As2 point contacts have been observed with equal likelihood for a large
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number of point contacts. No other types of spectra could be recorded without

driving the point contacts sufficiently away from the ballistic regime.

In conclusion, our experiments show an indication of an unconventional order

parameter on Cd3As2/Ag point-contacts. The claim of unconventional component

of the order parameter is based on several facts:

(a) Observation of a non-BCS like temperature dependence of the superconduct-

ing energy gap (as shown in Figure 3.5 (b)).

(b) The AR peaks are significantly broader than what is expected within con-

ventional BTK theory (as shown in Figure 3.5 (a)).

(c) Emergence of a ZBCP (as shown in Figure 3.7).

While the above three points confirm the unconventional nature of superconduc-

tivity, our speculation of a p-wave component is based on the observation of ZBCP

alone. It is understood that ZBCP is not a conclusive evidence of p-wave super-

conductivity. Furthermore, in Nb/Cd3As2 point contacts we observe a ZBCP which

shows splitting when the barrier at the interface is tuned by physically changing the

point contact. This observation is also consistent with a p-wave scenario. [61,64–66]

(d) Existence of robust magnetic field dependence ZBCP data and strong An-

dreev reflection signature using ferromagnetic tip of cobalt, there might be existence

of p-wave component of order parameter. But we do not claim on p-wave pairing

symmetry and Majorana modes on the basis of observed ZBCP with splitting or no

splitting as shown in figures 3.10 and 3.11 with Nb tip. There are also other factors

which might be responsible for the occurrence of ZBCP with splitting or no split-

ting (in the two types of spectra i.e. type-I and type-II) 1) level of disorder over the

sample 2) shape and size of the contact diameter 3) interfacial barrier strength (Z).

These parameters change from one-point contact to another randomly due to which

there are two types of spectra have been observed for Nb/Cd3As2 point-contacts.

Further, in order to comment on the height and width of the ZBC peaks which are

no doubt too weak and wide, we believe that because of thermal broadening the
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peaks become too wide. Therefore, there can not be given any conclusive remark

on the basis of the height and width of these ZBCP.

We have also performed measurements with tips made of two other pure metals

like platinum (Pt) and Gold (Au). The point-contacts on Cd3As2 with Pt and Au

also show superconductivity with similar properties as with Ag. The relevant data

with Au and Pt are presented in the Appendix. In order to understand how the

local exotic superconducting phase might emerge here it is important to investigate

the key features of the complex band structure of Cd3As2. From first-principle cal-

culations it was shown that Cd3As2 is a symmetry-protected topological semi-metal.

The bulk has a pair of three dimensional Dirac points in the Fermi level and there are

Fermi arcs on the surfaces. [49] In this context it was also proposed that by certain

symmetry breaking Cd3As2 can be driven into topologically distinct phases like a

Weyl semimetal, a topological insulator or a topological superconductor. In our case

we believe that the point-contacts formed on the surface of Cd3As2 might be driven

into a superconducting phase through two possible mechanisms: (a) The metallic

tip acts like a local dopant that might modify the local carrier concentration in a

way so as to favor local superconductivity [43](b) the point-contact alters the local

band structure underneath the tip by physically altering the local crystal structure

and lowering the symmetry. This symmetry lowering effect might help stabilizing

a local superconducting phase. [87] However, concrete theoretical investigation will

be required to establish the origin of this superconducting phase.
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3.4 Appendix

3.4.1 Measurements with Pt and Au Tips

In order to investigate whether the new superconducting phase emerges only in a

point-contact with silver (Ag) tip, we have performed measurements with platinum

(Pt) and gold (Au) tips as well. It is observed that for all metallic tips the super-

conducting phase emerges. The data obtained between Cd3As2 and Pt and Au tips

are shown in figure A3.1.

Figure A3.1: (a) and (b) showing representative spectra with superconducting dips that were
obtained from two different point-contacts on Cd3As2 with a Pt tip. (c) A spectrum obtained
with Au tip. This spectrum also shows the signature of the gap structure. (d) R − T data of the
point-contact shown in (a). The superconducting transition is clearly seen at 5.3 K.

3.4.2 Material Synthesis

Polycrystalline samples of Cd3As2 were obtained by heating the stoichiometric mix-

ture of the constituent elements. A mixture of Cd and As powder (∼ 1 gram) was

sealed in an evacuated quartz tube (∼ 10−5 mbar), heated at 5000C for 8 hours,

then at 8500C for 24 hours with a typical ramping rate of 10C/min and furnace
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cooled to room temperature. The shiny black crystalline product thus obtained was

ground well, palletized (φ = 8 mm) and heated again in vacuum at 4000C for 6 h

for homogenization. The pellet was shiny black and hard in nature.

3.4.3 Characterization

3.4.3.1 X-ray diffraction: The samples were characterized by powder X-ray

diffraction technique using Cu-Kα radiation (λ= 1.5406) on a Bruker D8 Advance

diffractometer. All the peaks could be indexed on the basis of a centrosymmetric

tetragonal cell in I41/acd space group as reported by Cava et al. [88] The sample

was pure with no apparent impurity phase present in the resolution limit of X-ray

diffraction analysis. Lattice parameters calculated using Le‘Bail method were in

close agreement with the literature values (figure A3.2). It shows the Le‘Bail fit to

the powder x-ray diffraction pattern of polycrystalline Cd3As2. The vertical bars

indicate the allowed Bragg reflections.

Figure A3.2: Powder x-ray diffraction pattern of polycrystalline Cd3As2 fitted with Le‘Bail. The
vertical bars indicate the allowed Bragg reflections.

3.4.3.2 Energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX): Compositional analysis

was done using a SEM-EDAX. The average stoichiometry found after collecting data

on each sample at many different regions was close to 3:2 (Cd:As). There were
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some regions were As was slightly deficient ( 5%). Figure A3.3 shows the presence

of Cd and As. C and Si comes from the carbon tape and detector respectively.

Inset of figure A3.3 shows a typical electron image of the polished pellet on which

measurements were performed.

Figure A3.3: EDAX spectrum of Cd3As2. The inset shows image of polished pellet of Cd3As2.

3.4.3.3 Magnetization of the bulk Cd3As2 samples: The VSM (Vibrating

Sample Magnetometer) experiment was done to investigate the possibility of hidden

bulk superconducting phase in the material. The measurement was done in a Quan-

tum Design (QD) PPMS (Physical properties measurement system) with a VSM

probe supplied by QD. The measurement field was 100 Oe. The magnetization does

not show any diamagnetic transition down to 2 K.

3.4.3.4 Four-probe resistivity of bulk Cd3As2 samples: Resistivity of the

samples that were used for the point-contact spectroscopy measurements were mea-

sured by a four-probe technique in a Quantum Design PPMS. The resistivity as

a function of temperature of three such samples is presented in figure A3.5. The

samples show semi-metallic behavior with varying mobility. This further confirms

that no superconducting phase is present in the bulk.
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figure A3.4: Magnetization vs. temperature of the bulk sample measured in a VSM in a Quantum
Design PPMS. The bulk sample does not show any diamagnetic transition at low temperature
down to 2 K.

figure A3.5: Raw data for four probe resistance vs. temperature of three bulk Cd3As2 samples
with varying mobility. All three of them lead to the new superconducting phase in a point-contact
geometry.

3.4.4 How did we determine the critical temperature (Tc)?

For all the point-contacts reported here we have measured the temperature (T )

dependence of the point-contact resistance (R) with V = 0. The R−T data show a

broad transition to the superconducting state. We have drawn the slope of the R−T

curves above and below the onset of transitions. The temperature at which the two

slopes for a given R− T curve meet has been taken as the Tc for the corresponding

point-contacts. It is important to note that for the ballistic point-contacts we cannot

measure the Tc as for such point-contacts the contact-resistance depends only on

fundamental constants and remain temperature independent. However, from the
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thermal limit point-contacts we learn that the Tc does not have a strong dependence

on contact size for a given sample and therefore it is rational to conclude that for

the ballistic point-contacts Tc remains close to 6 K. However, for the samples with

higher mobility, the highest critical temperature that we have measured is slightly

higher (8 K).

3.4.5 Size of the point-contacts

The point-contact spectroscopy measurements were done at different points on two

samples grown in two different batches. The contact size was estimated from the

normal state resistance (at high V ) following Wexler’s formula given by equation

(1) in the first chapter. Where, Γ(l/a) is a numerical factor close to unity. a is

the contact diameter and 2h/e2 is quantum resistance i.e. 50kΩ. kF is the mag-

nitude of the Fermi wave vector which is 0.04 Åfor Cd3As2 and ρ(T ) is resistivity

at temperature T(in K). ρ(1.5) = 28µΩ− cm for Cd3As2 (measured by conventional

four-probe method). However, if we calculate the contact diameter by taking resis-

tivity 650 n-ohm cm (as shown in figure A3.5 (a)) which is 50 times smaller than the

28 micro-Ohm cm as mentioned in figure A3.6, the order of magnitude of contact

diameter does not change much. In fact, point–contact diameter further decreases

by few nanometers.

In our case where we do measurements under metallic point-contacts, where the

contact size is of the order of 100 nm. In such a large area, the effect of atomic scale

disorders get averaged out. This is unlike in case of STM where the size scale is of

the order of atomic length scales. This point has been mentioned in the thesis. We

have ruled out the possibility of larger size disorders like clustering of elements etc.

by our characterization of samples.



Figure A3.6: A representative list of the normal state resistance and size of the point-contacts.
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4 TISC in the Weyl Semimetal TaAs

The discovery of Weyl semimetals [3, 4, 89–97] facilitated the realization of Weyl

fermions in condensed matter systems after more than 80 years of their theoretical

discovery. [98] In quantum field theory, the Weyl fermions [99] were first shown

by Hermann Weyl to emerge as solutions to the relativistic Dirac equation. [89, 96]

However, until the discovery of TaAs as a Weyl semimetal [89,90,92–96], such exotic

particles remained elusive in nature. The Weyl semimetals are topologically non-

trivial and are known to demonstrate exotic quantum phenomena and unique surface

states. [100] The band structure of a Weyl semimetal involves Weyl nodes, which

can be imagined as a monopole or an antimonopole of the Berry curvature in the

momentum space. [93,101] Each of the Weyl nodes are associated with a quantized

chiral charge and the Weyl nodes are connected with each other only through the

boundary of the crystals via Fermi arcs, the characterizing topological surface states

in a Weyl semimetal. [89, 92, 93, 96, 102] Recently it was shown that the Fermi arcs

in the Weyl semimetal TaAs are highly spin polarized which lie in a completely 2D

plane on the surface of the crystal. [103] As a consequence of such exotic topological

properties, the Weyl semimetals are believed to host even richer set of physical

phenomena that must be explored for better understanding of quantum mechanics

and for potential device applications.

We have performed PCS at mesoscopic point contacts between elemental normal

metals and high quality single crystals of the Weyl semimetal TaAs.

4.1 Point contact spectroscopy in different transport regimes

on TaAs

As we have discussed before, since a tip-induced superconducting (TISC) phase

emerges only under point contacts, the traditional bulk characterization tools for

characterizing superconducting phases fail to detect TISC. However, by performing
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point contact spectroscopy of such point contacts it is possible to explore differ-

ent regimes of mesoscopic transport where the expected spectral features for su-

perconducting point contacts are well understood. Such experiments can reveal

mesoscopic superconducting phases like a TISC that emerge only under point con-

tacts on exotic materials. [73, 104] Furthermore, by driving the point contacts to

the ballistic/diffusive regime of transport, it is also possible to extract spectroscopic

information of the superconducting phase. [105]

In figure 4.1 (a) we show a point contact spectrum between silver (Ag) and the

crystal. The spectrum shows two conductance dips and a zero-bias conductance

peak. Such spectra are usually seen for superconducting point contacts in the ther-

mal regime of transport where critical current dominated effects give rise to the

conductance dips. [105,106] In order to further confirm the existence of a TISC, we

have measured the magnetic field dependence of the point contact resistance (Figure

4.1 (b)) corresponding to the spectrum presented in figure 4.1 (a). A resistive tran-

sition similar to a superconducting transition is clearly seen at ∼7.3 K. Moreover,

the transition temperature (T c) systematically goes down with increasing magnetic

field, as expected for a superconducting transition. However, though the above data

provide sufficient hint to a TISC phase, from the point contact data captured in a

single transport regime alone does not confirm the existence of superconductivity

unambiguously unless the contact can be also driven to the other regimes of trans-

port where features related to AR must also appear. We have successfully explored

these regimes as discussed below.

If the point contact are indeed superconducting, it should be possible to observe

characterizing spectroscopic features in two other regimes of mesoscopic transport,

namely the intermediate and the ballistic regime. In the intermediate regime, in

addition to the critical current dominated conductance dips, two peaks symmetric

about V = 0, which are known as hallmarks of AR, must also appear. With further

reducing the contact size it should be possible to transition to the ballistic/diffusive
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Figure 4.1: (a) A representative TaAs/Ag spectrum obtained in the thermal limit of transport
at 1.8 K. (b) H-dependence of point contact R − T showing a transition at 7 K that mimics a
superconducting transition. (c) A spectrum obtained in the intermediate regime of transport
showing the characteristic signatures of critical current and AR. (d) A ballistic limit experimental
spectrum showing only Andreev refection peaks.

regime where the critical current driven dips should disappear and only the double

peak feature associated with Andreev refection must remain. [73, 105] We have ex-

plored these two regimes and observed the expected features for superconducting

point contacts successfully. In Figure 4.1(c) we illustrate a representative spectrum

on TaAs in the intermediate regime showing signatures of both critical current and

AR. In Figure 4.1(d) we present a representative ballistic regime spectrum where

only the two-peak structure symmetric about V = 0 due to AR survive and the dips

due to critical current disappear. [33,106] From the observations made above it can

be concluded that the point contacts on TaAs made with Ag tips are superconduct-

ing, though TaAs is not a superconductor. Hence the data presented above lead to

the discovery of a new TISC phase on a Weyl semimetal TaAs.
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4.2 Temperature and magnetic field dependence

In order to understand the nature of this new superconducting phase we concentrate

on the temperature and the magnetic field dependence of the ballistic regime spectra

presented in figure 4.2 (a) and figure 4.2 (b) respectively. The dotted lines show

the experimental data points and the solid lines show the fits within the modified

BTK model mentioned above. The remarkable match between the experimental
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Figure 4.2: (a) Temperature dependence of the ballistic limit spectra (colored dots) and their
theoretical fits (solid black lines), (b) Magnetic field dependence of the ballistic limit spectra
(colored dots) and their theoretical fits (solid black lines) (c) Temperature dependence of the gap
(∆). The dashed line shows the expected BCS temperature dependence. The error bars depict
the range of ∆ for which a reasonable fit to the experimental spectra could be obtained. (d)
H-dependence of the gap (∆).

data points and the theoretical fits must be noted here in both the panels. This is

surprising because the superconducting phase has been derived from TaAs, which is

a complex system, namely a Weyl semimetal. The gap (∆) vs. T curve extracted

from the data in figure 4.2 (a) is shown in figure 4.2 (c) where the expected ∆ vs.

T curve for a BCS superconductor is also shown.
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The maximum superconducting energy gap is found to be 1.2 meV which drops

systematically with increasing temperature, but does not follow the BCS line. [106,

107] It is clear that the gap disappears at T c and no pseudogap-like feature above

T c is observed, unlike in Cd3As2. [73] While the spectra could be fitted well with

the conventional BTK model with spin polarization indicating the possibility of an

s-wave component in the order parameter, when the deviation of the temperature

dependence of ∆ from the BCS and deviation of certain ballistic/diffusive regime

spectra from the theoretical fits are considered, the possibility of a mixed angular

momentum symmetry of the order parameter where an unconventional component

is mixed with a strong s-wave component emerges. [109–111] Also, the possibility

of the existence of multiple gaps cannot be ruled out from the set of data presented

here. [112] It should be noted that for extracting spectroscopic information we have

analysed only the ballistic/diffusive limit spectra where no critical current driven

dips were observed and the normal state resistance remained temperature indepen-

dent.

The gap structure (double conductance peak) is seen to decrease with increasing

magnetic field, as expected. Fitting AR spectra could be non-trivial, particularly

if the point contact diameter is large enough such that vortices can enter the point

contact region. In absence of an exact theory for TISC, it is difficult to estimate the

coherence length. Therefore, from the presented data, it is not possible to confirm if

vortices enter the point contact region and if multiple vortices can exist there. We

have followed the conventional practice and used BTK theory to fit the magnetic

field dependent data and found that the field dependent data could be fitted well

using the spin-polarized BTK model. A plot of ∆ vs. H as extracted from the

fitting of the spectra as shown in figure 4.2 (d). The critical magnetic field, the field

at which ∆ vanishes is found to be 10 kG for the point contact presented in figure

4.2 (d).
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4.3 Measurement of spin polarization
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Figure 4.3: (a), (b), (c) Three representing TaAs/Ag spectra (dots) in the ballistic limit and the
corresponding theoretical fits (solid lines) showing strong transport spin polarization. (d) Barrier
(Z) dependence of spin polarization. A linear extrapolation of this dependence to Z= 0 shows
a large intrinsic transport spin polariation (∼60%). (e) Magnetic field dependence of one of the
ballistic point contact spectrum showing the high spin polarization. (f) Magnetic field dependence
of spin polarization of the spectrum in (e).

As we mentioned before, in all the ballistic/diffusive limit spectra presented

above, a significant suppression of AR was found. [113] Since for TaAs it is known

that the surface states are spin polarized, [103] the suppression of AR can be at-

tributed to the existence of spin polarization [33, 35] at the point contacts along

with superconductivity. In order to test this effect, we have modified BTK theory

to include the effect of spin polarization and the modified formalism yielded remark-

ably good fitting of the ballistic/diffusive limit point contact spectra with a large
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value of transport spin polarization up to 60 %. A set of three representative ballis-

tic/diffusive regime spectra showing high spin polarization are illustrated in Figure

4.3 (a), (b), (c) respectively. The value of the transport spin polarization is seen to

decrease with increasing Z as seen in figure 4.3 (d). A linear extrapolation of this

curve leads to an intrinsic transport spin polarization of 60%. The measured spin

polarization for a finite Z is seen to increase with increasing magnetic field as shown

in figure 4.3 (f). The value of spin polarization measured through this technique

is lower than the 80 % spin polarization measured by ARPES [103] because point

contact spectroscopy is a transport measurement and in this technique the spin po-

larization of the transport current is measured instead of the absolute value of the

spin polarization. [36,114] Nevertheless, the results and the analysis presented above

indicate that the super-current flowing through the TaAs point contacts is highly

spin polarized.

4.4 Anisotropic magnetoresistance

In order to further confirm the presence of a spin polarized current along with su-

perconductivity at TaAs point contacts, we have performed field-angle dependence

of the resistance of a ballistic point contact where the direction of the magnetic

field was rotated using a 3-axis vector magnet with respect to the direction of cur-

rent. The field-angle dependent magnetoresistance data is presented in Figure 4.4

(a). With an applied bias V = 13 mV which corresponds to the normal state of the

TISC, a large anisotropy in the magnetoresistance is observed which increases with

increasing the strength of the magnetic field. This anisotropy in magnetoresistance

can be explained if the point contact constriction is assumed to be effectively in the

shape of a nano-wire and the magnetic field is rotated with respect to the direction

of current flow through the nanowire. Such AMR is also seen for hybrid nanostruc-

tures involving materials having surface states with complex spin texture. [115,116]

When the experiment was repeated in the superconducting state (V = 0.3 mV) of the
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TISC as shown in figure 4.4 (b), the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) remained

equally noticeable. Therefore, the above observations conclude the co-existence of

superconductivity and large spin polarization on TaAs point contacts.
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Figure 4.4: Anisotropic magnetoresistance of a point contact in the (a) normal state (V = 10 mV)
and (b) in the superconducting state (V = 0.3 mV). The solid black lines are cos2θ fits.

To further confirm that the emergence of AMR is due to the presence of spin

polarized current, we have fitted the AMR data using the typical cos2θ dependence.

The fitting is also shown in Figure 4.4. It should also be noted that since the

presented point contacts are either in the ballistic or in the diffusive regimes of

transport, where the point contact resistance is predominantly given by Sharvin’s

resistance which remains to be independent of the bulk resistance of the materials

forming a point contact. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the large AMR

that we observe here is not due to the bulk TaAs.

The TISC phase presented here might emerge due to a number of reasons in-

cluding local pressure, local doping and confinement effects. Since the phase could

not be realized on a macroscopic interface with metallic silver films deposited on

TaAs, and pressure-induced superconductivity is not known on TaAs, we believe

that a combination of all the three mechanisms mentioned above could be a possible

reason for the emergence of the observed TISC phase. To understand the exact

mechanism behind the emergence of a TISC on TaAs, and to determine the exact

symmetry of the order parameter, one possible experiment could be to use a low-

temperature double-probe scanning tunnelling microscope (STM), where the first
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probe will be in contact with the sample to induce TISC and the second probe will

perform spectroscopy in the TISC region, very close to the first tip. By moving the

second tip away from the first tip while performing spectroscopy at different points,

it is also possible to directly measure the length to which TISC extends under a

point contact. Such experiments can also probe the possibility of topological and

FFLO superconductivity.

Therefore, we have shown the emergence of a tip-induced superconducting (TISC)

phase in mesoscopic point contacts between Ag and the Weyl semimetal TaAs

through transport and magneto transport measurements at various regimes of meso-

scopic transport. We used a modified BTK formalism that includes spin polarization

to fit the experimental data which hinted to the coexistence of superconductivity

and high transport spin polarization thereby indicating the flow of spin polarized

supercurrent through TaAs point contacts. The TISC, though shows the possibility

of an unconventional pairing mechanism, no zero-bias conductance peak or a pseu-

dogap could be observed in the ballistic/diffusive limit data. This is in contrast to

the earlier observations made on a similar TISC phase on the 3D Dirac semimetal

Cd3As2. Our observation of the surprising co-existence of superconductivity and

high transport spin polarization at TaAs point contacts make the Weyl semimetals

particularly interesting for spintronic applications.
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4.5 Appendix

4.5.1 Material Synthesis

All the experiments presented in this chapter were carried out on high quality single

crystals of TaAs. Here we provide a brief description of sample synthesis which

has been presented in detail elsewhere. [118] Single crystals of TaAs were grown via

chemical vapour transport. As a first step for polycrystalline material, stoichiometric

quantities of Ta (Alfa Aesar, 99.99 %) and As (Chempur, 99.9999 %) were weighed

accurately in a quartz ampule, flushed with Ar, sealed under vacuum and heated in

two consecutive temperatures of 600◦C for 24 hrs and 800◦C for 24 hrs, respectively.

In the next step for crystal growth, we used microcrystalline powders from step

one and then added iodine (7 -8 mg/ml) before sealing the powders in quartz tube.

The crystal growth was carried out in a two-zone furnace between 900 to 1050◦C

for 2 weeks. Here, I2 act as a transport agent. To obtain high quality of the

crystals, temperature gradient is one of the most important parameters and it varies

from material to material. We optimized the temperature gradient which is 900◦C

(source) to 1050◦C (sink) for TaAs. The experimental lattice parameters of the

TaAs compounds is a = 3.4310(4) Å, c = 11.6252(6) Å,. [119]

4.5.2 Characterization

4.5.2.1 X-ray diffraction: The crystal structure of the TaAs crystal and it’s

orientation was determined by X-ray diffraction at room temperature. A piece of

TaAs single crystal was mounted on a four-circle Rigaku AFC7 X-diffractometer

set-up of Mo-Ka (λ= 0.71073Å) radiation with a built-in Saturn 724 CCD detector.

The intensity of the obtained reflections were corrected for absorption by using a

multi-scan technique. The unit cell was assigned by using a 30 images standard

indexing procedure. Here oscillatory images about the crystallographic axes allowed

the assignment of the crystal orientation, confirmed the appropriate choice of the
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unit cell and showed the excellent crystal quality.

(b)

(c) (d)
a

c
b

(a)

Ta

As

Figure A4.1: Unit cell and x-ray diffraction of TaAs crystal: (a) a non-centrosymmetric
unit cell of TaAs. (b, (c) and (d), show the rotating x-ray diffraction patterns of the TaAs crystal
about the crystallographic a, b, and c-axis respectively. For each case, the rotating axis is vertical.

4.5.2.2 Single crystal X-ray diffraction:

4.5.3 Transport Measurements

Temperature dependent resistivity, ρ (T) of TaAs shows a metal-like behavior in

absence of a magnetic field (see figure A4.2 (a)). ρ at 2 K and 300 K are 4 µΩcm

and 35 µΩcm, respectively resulting in a residual resistivity ratio of 8.75. When the

field is turned on, TaAs shows extremely high magnetoresistance (MR) comprising

of Shubnikov de-Haas (SdH) oscillations at low temperatures (see figure A4.2 (b)).

The MR values are found to be 1.5 × 105% and 1.7 × 105% at 3 K and 10 K in

90 kG of magnetic field, respectively which slightly vary from 2 K to 25 K. MR is

calculated from MR(%) = 100 × (ρH − ρ0)/ρ0, where ρH and ρ0 are resistivity in

field and 0 field, respectively. After subtracting a cubic polynomial as a background
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from the measured data at each temperature, the periodic oscillations in 1/H are

visible up to 25 K (see figure A4.2 (c)) and their fast Fourier transform (FFT)

correspond to Fα= 68 kG, Fβ = 198 kG frequencies (see inset of the figure A4.2 (c)).

The quantum oscillation frequency is directly linked to the extremal area of the

pocket (AF) by the Onsager relation, F (=φ0/2π
2), where φ0 = 2.068 × 10−15Wb.

The calculated corresponding area of the Fermi pockets α and β are 0.00065 Å−2 and

0.0019 Å−2, which are consistent with the existence of tiny carrier pockets near the

Fermi surface [120]. The effective mass is calculated from Lifshitz-Kosevich (LK)

relation [121]:

∆∝ exp −14.69m∗TD

H
14.69m∗T/Hsinh(14.69m∗T/H)
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Figure A4.2: Magneto-resistivity at various temperatures: (a) temperature dependent re-
sistivity, ρ (T) at 0 field and 50 kG field, (b) magnetoresistance (MR) up to 90 kG at different
temperatures. A large amplitude of Shubnikov de-Haas can be seen up to 25 K, (c) (SdH) os-
cillations after subtracting a cubic polynomial. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of SdH oscillations
mainly gives two frequencies at Fα= 68 kG, Fβ = 198 kG (inset). (d) Effective mass corresponding
to frequencies Fα and Fβ .

where m∗ is effective mass, TD is the Dingle temperature, H= 18(H= 2/(10 +

1.11)) kG is average field of taken FFT and m0 is bare mass of electron. From

the above LK formula, the value of m∗ can be determined through the fit of the
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temperature dependence of the oscillation amplitude (see figure A4.2 (d)). We find

the values of m∗α= 0.04 and m∗β = 0.11, which are very low and most likely emerged

due to the linear-type of dispersion of bands. Further, the Dingle temperature TD

is determined to be ∼6.3K and ∼4.8K , respectively for α and β pockets and

corresponding quantum relaxations time, τq (= ~/(2πkBTD) = 1.22 × 10−12/TD)

are 1.9× 10−13 s and 2.5× 10−13 s. Furthermore, measured Hall data together with

resistivity show non-linear behavior at all over temperature ranges (2-300 K) evolving

the presence of two types of charge carrier which is obvious in a semimetal. After

fitting Hall conductivity by two-band model, the carrier density and mobility for

electron are found to be 9.1×1018cm−3 and 0.9×105cm22/V s, respectively. Similarly

these quantities for hole charge carrier are 8.6 × 1018cm18 and 0.7 × 105cm2/V s.

Extremely high MR and mobility, low fields quantum oscillations and low charge

carrier density reflect high quality TaAs single crystal.

4.5.4 Fitting parameters of fitted point-contacts spectra
 

 
S. No. of 
Point -
Contact 

 
 

RPC  
(Ω) 

T (K) 
 

 

Delta 
(meV) 

 

 
P (%) 

 
 

Z 
 
 

 
 

Gamma 
(ᴦ) 

 

1 0.39 1.7 1 42 0.136 0.075 
2 1.64 1.7 1.1 31 0.279 0.012 

3 0.072 1.7 0.8 49.5 0.08 0.006 

4 0.93 1.7 1.26 34 0.242 0.001 
5 3.01 1.7 0.98 33.3 0.255 0.07 

6 0.66 1.7 1.1 36 0.188 0.1 
7 0.485 1.7 0.87 23 0.2 0.109 

8 0.71 1.7 1 37.8 0.092 0.018 
9 0.23 1.7 0.87 44 0.001 0.001 

10 0.274 1.7 0.67 28 0.17 0.095 

11 0.71 1.7 1.05 32 0.291 0.071 
12 0.7 1.7 1 32 0.305 0.06 

13 0.85 1.7 0.765 40.2 0.092 0.017 
 

Figure A4.3: Fitting parameters used to fit certain point contacts in the ballistic/diffusive regime.
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5 TISC in the nodal Semimetal ZrSiS

Topological systems hosting exotic quasiparticles, like massless Dirac and Weyl

fermions, have attained enormous received due to their unusual physical properties.

Unlike Dirac and Weyl topological semimetals, some semimetals like ZrSiS, show

one dimensional band loops or lines touching each other. [125,126] One unusual but

interesting aspect of ZrSiS in that the range of energy of dispersed bands in ZrSiS

is of the order of 2 eV, much larger than the other known Dirac materials [127–129],

this makes it a fascinating topological system with various expected anomalous prop-

erties some of which have already been observed, like, large magnetoresistance [130]

and multiple quantum oscillations existing even at high temperatures [131].

In the previous two chapters, we have discussed a surprising TISC phase in two

topological systems—a DSM (Cd3As2) [73], a WSM (TaAs) [132]. In this chapter,

we show a similar TISC phase on ZrSiS.

ZrSiS single crystals were grown in standard iodine vapor transport method.

The polycrystalline powder was prepared in two steps. At first, elemental Si (Strem

Chem. 99.999%) and S (Alfa Aesar 99.9995%) were mixed in stoichiometric ratio

(1:1) and heated at 1000oC under vacuum. The resultant powder was mixed with

elemental Zr (Alfa Aesar 99.9%) and again heated at 1100oC. This polycrystalline

ZrSiS along with iodine (5mg/cm3) were sealed in a quartz tube under vacuum and

kept in a gradient furnace for 72h. During this period, a temperature gradient of

1000oC was maintained along the quartz tube with hotter end at 1100oC. Shinny

rectangular plate like crystals were obtained at the cooler end. The single crys-

tals have been characterized by High-resolution transmission electron microscopy

(HRTEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy in a FEI, TECNAI G2

F30, S-TWIN microscope operating at 300 kV. The details of characterization tech-

niques are described in arXive[:1609.09397v2]. [133]
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5.1 Point-contact spectroscopy in different transport regimes

on ZrSiS

As we have discussed already in chapter 1 (in section 1.2.1 and section 1.2.2.2) that

for mesoscopic point contacts, the resistance RPC is given by Wexler’s formula [25].

It suggests that when the contact diameter is small compared to electronic mean

free path i.e., when the contact is in the so-called ballistic regime, RS dominates

and in the other extreme called the thermal regime, RM contributes most to RPC .

For superconducting point contacts in the thermal regime, as the current through

Figure 5.1: (a) A (dI/dV )N versus V point contact spectrum for a conventional superconductor
Nb using Ag tip at 1.8 K in the thermal regime of transport. (b) R−T curves showing systematic
drop of the superconducting transition temperature with varying the applied magnetic field. (c)
The dotted blue line is H − T phase diagram extracted from R − T curves for a conventional
superconductor, Nb. The red line is the expected empirical H−T phase diagram for a conventional
superconductor.

a point contact exceeds the critical current (Ic) associated with the point contact,

the resistivity (ρ) of the superconducting component of the point contact will be

zero leading to a sharp change in RM . This change leads to a large non-linearity

in the I − V characteristic of a thermal regime point contact. In fact, this leads to

two sharp dips in the differential conductance dI/dV vs. dc bias (V ) spectra. Such

dips are seen to be symmetric about V = 0 and the position of the dips normalized

by the normal state resistance of the point contacts provide a direct estimate of the

magnitude of Ic.

In order to highlight the points discussed above directly, in figure 5.1 (a), we show

a dI/dV spectrum acquired in the thermal regime point contact between a known
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conventional superconductor niobium (Nb) and a sharp metallic tip of silver (Ag).

The conductance dips symmetric about V = 0 are clearly visible. [26] Furthermore, as

shown in figure 5.1 (b), the resistance (R) vs. temperature (T ) of a superconducting

(thermal regime) point contact on Nb shows a sharp change corresponding to the

superconducting transition of Nb at 9.2 K. TheR−T evolves systematically involving

a monotonic decrease in Tc with increasing magnetic field (H).

5.2 Magnetic field and temperature dependence

Now we focus on the data obtained on high quality single crystals of ZrSiS. In fig-

ure 5.2 (a) we present the magnetic field dependence of a spectrum obtained on

ZrSiS/Ag point contacts. The striking similarity of the zero field data with that

obtained on Nb point contacts must be noted. The conductance dips appearing

in the spectrum originates from the critical current of the point contact. All the

spectral features show monotonic evolution with increasing magnetic field until all

the features smoothly disappear at 20 kG. In order to highlight the superconduct-

ing nature of ZrSiS/Ag point contacts, in figure 5.2 (b) we provide the systematic

magnetic field dependent data obtained on superconducting Nb/Ag point contacts.

The qualitative similarity in the magnetic field dependence of ZrSiS point contacts

and Nb point contacts is clear. In figure 5.2 (c) we present the magneto-transport

data on ZrSiS/Ag point contacts. The superconducting transition temperature (TC)

is seen to be 7.6 K. This value is remarkably high and comparable to the TC of the

celebrated elemental superconductors like Pb and Nb. The critical temperature

decreases monotonically with increasing magnetic field. Again, the zero resistance

state cannot be directly measured for reasons discussed before. The H − T phase

diagram extracted from this data has been shown in figure 5.2 (d). The blue dotted

line in figure 5.2 (d) shows the expected dependence for a conventional superconduc-

tor as known empirically. The projected upper critical field of the superconducting
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Figure 5.2: (a) Magnetic field dependence spectra in thermal regime on ZrSiS/Ag point-contact.
(b) Magnetic field dependence spectra in thermal regime on Nb/Ag point-contact. (c) Magnetic
field dependence R-T curves showing disappearance of superconducting transition temperature
with increasing magnetic field. (d) The dashes blue line is H − T phase diagram extracted from
R− T curves showing in Figure (c). The red line is the expected empirical H − T phase diagram.
(e) Evolution of I − V curves with magnetic field for Nb/Ag point-contact with only Maxwell’s
contribution showing zero resistance part and evolution with magnetic field. (f) Evolution of I−V
curves with magnetic field for ZrSiS/Ag point-contact with only Maxwell’s contribution showing
zero resistance part.

phase could be as high as 17 Tesla and the experimentally measured data points

deviate slightly from the empirical expectation. This might be an indication of the

existence of an unconventional component in the superconducting phase realized on

the topologically non-trivial system ZrSiS.

In order to illustrate the role of critical current on the point contact spectra

obtained on ZrSiS, we have used BTK theory [33] to calculate an approximate I−V
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characteristic associated with the ballistic component (RS) of the point contact

resistance and then subtracted the same from the I − V associated with the total

point contact resistance (RPC). The resultant I − V thus obtained is associated

with the Maxwell’s contribution (RM) alone (as calculated for Pb/Ag point-contact

in the thermal regime of transport in section 1.2.2.2 of chapter 1). The resultant

I −V characteristic and the magnetic field dependence of the same has been shown

in figure 5.2 (e). This I − V directly reflects the non-linearities associated with the

critical current of the superconducting point contact. The smooth decrease of the

range over which the voltage remains zero with increasing magnetic field is totally

consistent with the magnetic field dependence of a critical current dominated I −V

for a superconducting point contact. For comparison, in figure 5.2 (f) we have also

provided a similar data extracted from the magnetic field dependent point contact

spectra obtained on superconducting Nb (figure 5.2(b)).

In order to provide further support for the superconducting origin of the spectra

presented here, we have performed detailed temperature dependence of the spectra.

In figure 5.3 (a) we show the temperature dependence. The spectral features disap-

pear at the critical temperature. We have also extracted the temperature evolution

of the critical current dominated I−V following the protocol discussed above (figure

5.3 (b)). For comparison, we have also included the temperature dependent data on

superconducting Nb point contacts (figure 5.3(c, d)).

Even when a point contact is in the thermal regime of transport, as per Wexler’s

formula, a small but finite ballistic component exists. From a visual inspection it is

clear that between -0.8 meV and +0.8 meV, the zero field spectrum on ZrSiS remains

flat. This could be a signature of AR when the barrier potential at the interface

is extremely small making the barriers almost transparent. Such an attribution is

consistent with the prediction from the theory of Blonder, Tinkham and Klapwijk

(BTK) for superconducting point contacts. Going by the arguments provided by

BTK, there is a strong indication that the superconducting energy gap (∆) of the
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Figure 5.3: (a) Temperature dependence of thermal limit spectra on ZrSiS/Ag point-contact.
(b) Evolution of I − V curves with temperature for ZrSiS/Ag point-contact with only Maxwell’s
contribution showing zero resistance part. (c) Temperature dependence of the thermal limit spectra
on Nb/Ag point-contact (d) Evolution of I − V curves with temperature for Nb/Ag point-contact
with only Maxwell’s contribution showing zero resistance part.

superconducting phase realized on ZrSiS is 0.8 meV. In that case 2∆/kBTc is found

to be 2.48. This is consistent with a weak-coupling superconducting phase emerging

due to phonon mediated pairing up of electrons. Therefore, it is rational to conclude

that the presence of a metallic tip on ZrSiS modifies the electron-phonon coupling

strength locally under the point contact, which in turn facilitates the emergence of

the observed superconducting phase.

In conclusion, we observed TISC in another novel topological material ZrSiS.

[125,126] The TISC on ZrSiS shows a critical temperature (Tc) of ∼ 7.5 K and a su-

perconducting energy gap ∆(T=0)∼ 1 meV. This discovery is particularly important

because ZrSiS is known to show a linear band dispersion over a large energy range

∼ 2 eV. [127] This is in contrast with most other topological materials for which the

band dispersion is usually seen over a few hundred meV from the respective Dirac
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points. [128, 129] This makes the topological properties of ZrSiS extremely robust

against carrier doping, variation of stoichiometry and other external perturbative

effects. This means, when a superconducting phase is realized on ZrSiS point con-

tacts, the topological properties of ZrSiS are not expected to be destroyed merely by

the presence of a metallic tip forming the point contacts. Therefore, the supercon-

ducting phase realized on ZrSiS does not emerge at the expense of the topological

nature of ZrSiS. This makes ZrSiS the most promising candidate for a topological

superconductor.

From our studies on several topological systems it is true that most of them

undergo a topological phase transition under the tip within the temperature range

that is accessible to us. This is the first time that the tip-induced superconductivity

is observed in topologically non-trivial materials under the point-contacts where

both material as well as tip are non-superconducting in nature but superconducting

at point-contact. Therefore, there is no previous work reported on this. However,

it may be noted that prior to our first observation of TISC in Cd3As2, there had

been theoretical predictions of achieving other phases of matter out of topological

materials by external perturbation. [3, 4, 6, 45,47]
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6 Scanning probe microscopy (SPM): Imaging,

spectroscopy and domain writing

In addition to the above presented work on low temperature measurements of topo-

logical systems. I have also investigated physical properties of semiconductors by

scanning probe microscopy at high temperature. In this chapter, we will show such

experiments.

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) experimental techniques under the general

category of SPM is one of the powerful techniques to investigate the condensed

matter systems even down to sub-atomic length scales with high energy resolu-

tion [134–136]. The study of wide variety of systems showing unusual electronic

and magnetic properties [134, 137] have extended the domain of application of

SPM to a vast variety of subjects including material science [138–140], nanoscience,

bioscience [141, 142], chemistry [143], earth and environmental science etc. SPM,

when use in the Piezoresponse force microscopy, provides information of ferroelec-

tric/piezoelectric properties of a material. Using scanning-probe based lithography,

one can also image, write and erase ferroelectric domains etc..

During my work, I have explored different operational SPM modes like, Atomic

force microscopy (AFM) [144], Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) [145], Piezore-

sponse force microscopy (PFM) [146,147], lithography [139] to investigate the elec-

tric and magnetic properties in various systems like AgSbSe2, SnTe and Silicon,

discussed in the following sections. First section is about the investigation of ferro-

electric properties at nanometer length scales on the surface of thermoelectric semi-

conductor AgSbSe2, using piezo-response force microscopy (PFM). Second section

unravels the unexpectedly high temperature local ferroelectricity in thermoelectric

SnTe. Third section gives the most important message regarding the artifacts of

PFM experiments by showing the hysteretic behavior on Silicon which is a non-

ferroelectric material. The presented PFM results also indicate that the electrical
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response from the materials like silicon, PCB (printed circuit board), which have

been used as a substrates, might sometime not be an appropriate measurement to

study the ferroelectric/piezoelectric properties of the materials.

6.1 Experimental Details

For SPM measurements, a 3mm × 3mm rectangular sample was loaded on a glass

slide using scotch tape and a titanium-Iridium coated tip was mounted at the end of

a silicon cantilever. The schematic diagram of PFM measurements is shown in figure

6.1, describing the experimental details to investigate the ferroelectric/piezoelectric

properties of the materials. For probing the piezoresponse of the microscopic region

underneath the tip, an ac voltage Vac was applied between the tip and the sample

mounted on a metal piece which was directly connected to the ground of the voltage

source. The frequency of Vac was swept and the amplitude response of the cantilever

in the contact mode was recorded to identify the contact resonance frequency of the

cantilever on the sample in order to achieve highest sensitivity. In PFM mode, we

investigate the ferroelectric ordering on the microscopic region by domain imaging.

PFM imaging was done by bringing the tip in contact with the sample, applying

the voltage Vac on the tip and scanning the tip on the sample while keeping the

deflection of the cantilever constant. If the electric polarization is opposite in two

different domains, the measured value of φ varies by 1800 between the two domains.

By plotting the magnitude of φ as a function of the position of the tip, a PFM

image exhibiting the distribution of ferroelectric domains on the sample surface is

constructed. During PFM imaging the resonance frequency might shift as the can-

tilever rubs against the surface and interacts differently with the sample at different

points. In order to track the contact-resonance in real time the measurements were

done in so-called DART (dual ac resonance tracking) mode [148].

The spectroscopy mode of PFM shows ferroelectric switching in phase and simul-

taneously displacement in amplitude due to local ferroelectric domains which are the
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Figure 6.1: The schematic of the PFM technique presenting the switching waveform in the DART
PFM spectroscopic mode and the tip movement in Lateral PFM mode.

hallmark signatures of ferroelectric/piezoelectric properties respectively. For PFM

spectroscopy measurements, ac voltage (V =Vaccosωt) is coupled with dc voltage

((Vdc)) and the sum Vtip=Vdc + Vaccosωt is applied between the tip and the sam-

ple. If the sample is piezoelectric, the area underneath the tip will be deformed

due to the application of the electric field. Since the applied field has a periodic

component, the amplitude of deformation can be written as A=A0 +Aωcos(ωt+φ),

where φ is the phase difference between the applied field and the amplitude re-

sponse. φ gives information about the electric polarization direction below the tip.

Depending on the direction of the applied Vdc, the polarization underneath the tip

switches direction. This is expected to give rise to a 1800 shift in φ vs Vdc curve as

passes through Vdc= 0. In general, for ferroelectric switching, the phase φ switches

hysteretically and shows a finite coercive voltage. Similarly, from local strain vs.

voltage measurements we also observe a clear butterfly loop which is a hallmark of

piezoelectricity.

However, it should also be noted that such hysteresis in phase and amplitude may

also arise from electrostatic and electrochemical effects [139]. In order to minimize

the role of the electrostatic effects, all the measurements were performed following

SS-PFM (switching spectroscopy piezoresponse force microscopy) pioneered by Jesse

et al. [149, 150]. In this method, instead of sweeping Vdc continuously, it is applied

in sequence of pulses and the phase and amplitude measurements are done in the
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“off”-states of the pulses. The possibility of electrochemical reactions under the tip

is ruled out by topographic imaging after the spectroscopic measurements, where

we do not observe any topographic modification that is usually expected to result

from tip-induced electrochemical processes [139]. However, ruling out the above-

mentioned possibilities with absolute certainty may not be possible by spectroscopic

measurements alone. In addition to the hysteretic switching effects, the observation

of domains on the sample surface would be unambiguous proof of ferroelectricity.

All the presented data in the following sections to investigate the ferroelectric

properties of the materials are confirmed by performing SS-PFM (“off”-states of the

pulses) along with ferroelectric domains obtained by PFM imaging which minimizes

the artifacts.

6.2 Local ferroelectric ordering in a thermoelectric semi-

conductor, AgSbS2

Thermoelectric materials enable direct and reversible conversion of untapped heat

into electrical energy and will play a significant role in the future energy manage-

ment [151–156]. Ferroelectric materials exhibit a spontaneous electric polarization

that can be reversed by the application of an external electric field. Ferroelectric

materials have found several applications in diverse functional systems including

capacitors with tunable capacitance [157, 158], non volatile memory devices [159],

sensors [160], transistors [161, 162], photovoltaic devices [163], thermistor [164] etc.

Therefore, combining thermoelectric and ferroelectric properties in a single com-

pound might lead to a new class of multiferroics namely the ferroelectric thermoelet-

rics that would undoubtedly be of immense fundamental and technological impor-

tance. In order to accomplish this, it is most important to first identify the existing

high performance thermoelectric materials containing electrically active ferroelectric

domains and investigate how ferroelectricity is coupled with thermoelectricity.

Although the direct evidence of ferroelectricity in thermoelectric materials through
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the imaging of ferroelectric domains is absent in the literature, few thermoelectrics

have been shown to possess local electric polarization. For example, ferroelectric Au-

rivillius phase, Bi4Ti3O12, exhibited enhanced thermoelectric behavior [165]. Single

crystal of the relaxor ferroelectric oxide, Sr1−xBaxNb2O6, showed low thermal con-

ductivity and high power factor [166]. In the lead chalcogenides, which are known to

be high performance thermoelectric materials, local ferroelectric distortion has been

observed by pair distribution function analysis of temperature dependent neutron

diffraction data [167]. Using combination of inelastic neutron scattering and first

principle calculations, strong anharmonic coupling between ferroelectric transverse

optic mode and longitudinal acoustic modes have been evidenced in PbTe, which

has been shown to be important for low thermal conductivity [168]. In certain sys-

tems, it was found that the itinerant electrons responsible for electrical conductivity

were strongly coupled with the ferroelectric polarization [166, 169]. Therefore, in

principle, by tuning ferroelectric properties it should also be possible to tune elec-

trical properties, hence thermoelectric properties, in those systems [170]. In such

systems, the nano-meter scale ferroelectric domain boundaries could act as poten-

tial scatterers of the mid/long mean free path phonons thereby limiting the thermal

conductivity. However, complete understanding of the correlation between ferroelec-

tric and thermoelectric properties, so far, has remained elusive. This understanding

is extremely important in order to be able to design novel materials with supe-

rior thermoelectric properties by hitherto unexplored techniques like engineering of

ferroelectricity in semiconductors. Investigating the possibility of the existence of

ferroelectric ordering in novel thermoelectric materials is, therefore, a major step

forward to this direction.

In order to study the existence of local ferroelectric ordering by PFM in a new

thermoelectric semiconductor AgSbSe2. We perform PFM measurements between a

conducting AFM cantilever and a polycrystalline ingot sample ofAgSbSe2. AgSbSe2

crystallizes in cubic rock salt structure (space group, Fm− 3m) with disordered Ag
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and Sb positions. AgSbSe2 is a p-type semiconductor that shows high thermoelectric

figure of merit, zT that becomes very high ∼ 1.2, when properly doped [171, 172].

The high zT was attributed to enhance electrical conductivity and low lattice ther-

mal conductivity. The low lattice thermal conductivity arises due to the presence

of high degree of anharmonicity in the Sb − Se bond [173, 174]. Our observation

of the existence of strong local ferroelectricity is intriguing as AgSbSe2 crystallizes

in centro-symmetric space group (Fm− 3m) and therefore no ferroelectricity is ex-

pected. However, from high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)

measurement we found the evidence of local superstructure formation which, we

believe, leads to local distortion of the centro-symmetric arrangement in AgSbSe2

and gives rise to the observed ferroelectricity. Stereochemically active 5s2 lone pair

of Sb can also give rise to local structural distortion, which creates ferroelectricity

in AgSbSe2.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.2: (b) Tuning of the conducting AFM cantilever in DART PFM mode prior to spectro-
scopic measurements. (c) PFM phase hysteresis loop and (d) butterfly loop measured at three
different points in the “off”-state.

The contact resonance frequency in order to achieve highest sensitivity is shown

in figure 6.2 (a), the contact resonance frequency varied between 270 kHz to 300 kHz

during our measurements. In figure 6.2 (b) we show the hysteresis loops obtained at

three different points on AgSbSe2. The hysteretic 180Å phase switching is clearly

visible. For piezoelectric samples, when amplitude Aω is plotted against the sweeping

Vdc, the curve is expected to be hysteretic resembling a butterfly. This is called a

“butterfly loop” which is traditionally considered to be a hallmark of piezoelectricity.

The representative butterfly loops measured at three different points on AgSbSe2
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are shown in figure 6.2 (c). Observation of hysteretic phase switching and “butterfly

loops” indicate that AgSbSe2 has ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties.

Figure 6.3: (a) Topography of a 2µm × 2µm area on the sample. (b) PFM phase image showing
nanometer scale domains in the same area as in (a). (c) Topography of a 3µm× 3µm area on the
sample. (d) Lateral PFM phase image showing nanometer scale domains in the same area as in
(c).

In order to confirm the ferroelectric behavior, we also present the observation of

ferroelectric domains by PFM imaging in the following section. In figure 6.3 (a) we

show the topographic image of a 2µm x 2µm area. In figure 6.3 (b) we show the

phase image corresponding to the same area. The phase image shows regions with

high (bright) and low (dark) values of φ. From the bright to the dark region the

phase φ shifts by 180◦ indicating that the bright and dark regions are respectively

‘up’ polarized and ‘down’ polarized ferroelectric domains.In the imaging method

described above only the vertical amplitude and phase response on the photodiode

are recorded. The image thus obtained gives information about the components of

electric polarization along the directions parallel and antiparallel to the axis of the

tip. By probing the lateral deflection of the cantilever it is also possible to image

the domains where the polarization axis remains on the plane of the sample surface.
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The images of the lateral domains of a 3µm x 3µm area (topography shown in figure

6.3 (c)) is presented in figure 6.3 (d). Bright and dark regions comprising of domains

of different electric polarization are clearly visible in the image. There is absolutely

no correlation between the topographic and the phase image confirming that the

phase image is not affected by the topography.

From the above results it can be inferred that AgSbSe2 has local ferroelectric

properties. Since AgSbSe2 crystallizes in the centro-symmetric structure, the ob-

servation of ferroelectricity is surprising. It is therefore necessary to understand the

origin of ferroelectricity in AgSbSe2. AgSbSe2 is a member of cubic I − V − V I2,

where I = Cu, Ag, Au or alkali metal; V = As, Sb, Bi; and VI = Se, Te. In AgSbSe2,

the valence electronic configuration of Sb is 5s25p3, where only 5p3 electrons take

part in the formation of bonds with the Se valence electrons, while the beguiling

5s2 electrons of Sb form lone pairs. Such ns2 lone pairs electrons are often found to

effective to distort the local structure, resulting in local dipole in the global centro-

symmetric structure [167, 175–178]. Thus, lone pair induced local distortion in the

structure may give rise to ferroelectric properties in AgSbSe2.

In order to investigate the nanoscale architectures, we have performed trans-

mission electron microscopic (TEM) investigation on pristine AgSbSe2 (figure 6.4

(a)). Although earlier powder X-ray diffraction measurements of AgSbSe2 indicated

that Ag and Sb position were disordered in the cation site of the NaCl-type struc-

ture [171], careful TEM studies revealed the evidence of local Ag/Sb ordering in

nanoscale regions distributed throughout the AgSbSe2 sample. We have also ob-

served weak superstructure spots in the electron diffraction along the <110> and

<201> direction (arrows in figure 6.4 (b)), which resulted due to ordering of Ag and

Sb atoms in AgSbSe2. Figure 6.4 (c) and figure 6.4 (d) depict representative high res-

olution TEM (HRTEM) images of AgSbSe2 at two different locations of the sample.

The grain size of the present polycrystalline AgSbSe2 varies in between 1.5− 3µm.

Close inspection of the images reveal the presence of two types of region in the sam-
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Figure 6.4: Nanoscale architecture of AgSbSe2. (a) Low magnification TEM image of AgSbSe2.
(b) Fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern of (a). Arrows in (b) show the weak superstructure
spots. (c, d) High resolution TEM images of AgSbSe2, dotted portion showing nanoprecipitates
with the doubling of lattice parameter compared to matrix.

ple. The dotted marked region in the image are nanodomains with doubled lattice

parameter (figure 6.4 (c)), which might have formed due to local cation ordering

in the AgSbSe2. Similar ordering of cations in AgSbTe2 had been earlier predicted

by first-principle calculations for ground state structure [179,180] and were recently

observed by inelastic neutron scattering and TEM investigations in AgSbTe2 [181].

Recent electrical transport measurements on cubic AgBiS2 nanocrystals also in-

dicated the presence of cation ordering near room temperature [182]. The local

cation ordering in the nanoscale regime might alter the structure making it non-

centrosymmetric locally, which in turn could be responsible for the observed local

ferroelectricity in AgSbSe2.

Further, to explore the cross-correlation between thermoelectricity and ferroelec-

tricity in AgSbSe2 we have performed PFM imaging by varying the amount of heat
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flowing through the sample. For this measurement we had mounted the sample on

a heater plate which is electrically grounded to the high voltage amplifier ground

of the AFM electronics. Heat was supplied through the sample by setting the tem-

perature of the heater plate at an elevated value. Since the sample thickness was

large (5mm) and the thermal conductivity of AgSbSe2 is small (0.35Wm−1K−1),

a natural thermal gradient existed between the bottom and the top surface of the

sample. PFM imaging was done on the top surface. The heat flow-dependent data

is presented in the figure 6.5. The top panels show the topography confirming that

for all heater temperatures we have scanned the same area. The bottom panels

demonstrate the clear change in the domain structures.

Figure 6.5: PFM images with varying heat flow: (a) Topography (top) and (b) PFM phase image
(bottom) at room temperature without heating the sample. (c) Topography (top) and (d) PFM
phase image (bottom) while keeping the base of the sample at 100◦C C and scanning on the top
of the sample. (e) Topography (top) and (f) PFM phase image (bottom) while keeping the base
of the sample at 200◦C and scanning on the top of the sample. From the topographic images it is
clear that we have scanned the same area at different heating level with little thermal drift. The
change in the corresponding domain structures with temperature is clear.

It is seen that with varying heat flow, the ferroelectric domain structures change

significantly indicating that ferroelectricity and thermoelectricity in AgSbSe2 are

cross-correlated. It was suggested in the past that ferroelectric domain-walls might

scatter phonons causing a reduction of klat [183]. The effect of ferroelectric domains
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on the thermoelectric properties may be further investigated by artificially designing

the domain structures by nano-structuring and/or by fabricating epitaxial thin films

on different substrates [184].

In conclusion, we have performed PFM on AgSbSe2 and observed the signa-

ture of strong local ferroelectricity and piezoelectricity. From nanoscale structural

analysis we show that natural formation of superstructure nanodomains in the sam-

ple makes the local crystal structure to be non-centrosymmetric, thereby inducing

ferroelectricity. The local dipole could also be created due to the local structural

distortion caused by 5s2 lone pair of Sb. Nano-meter scale ferroelectric domains

were clearly imaged by PFM. The naturally occurring ferroelectric domain-walls

might act as effective scatterers for phonons and reduce the thermal conductivity

of the materials. Based on the observation reported in this Letter, enhancing ther-

moelectricity by ferroelectric domain engineering might emerge as a promising field

of research. Further, it would be interesting to search for ferroelectricity in other

known I − V − V I2 thermoelectric semiconductors.

6.3 Local Ferroelectricity in SnTe above Room Tempera-

ture

It is well known that a crystal with centro-symmetric structure cannot exhibit macro-

scopic electric dipoles, i.e ferroelectricity. In these systems, the center of positive

charges coincides with the center of negative charges. However, there are rarely

known systems, in which emergence of a locally broken symmetry state arises from

a high symmetry state [167,185–188]. In centro-symmetric lead chalcogenides (PbTe

and PbS) with rocksalt cubic structure, which are known to be high performance

thermoelectrics, [189–191] local structural distortion has been evidenced in atomic

pair distribution function (PDF) analysis of the temperature dependent neutron

diffraction data. [167] The PDF analysis, which simultaneously probes both average

and local atomic structure, revealed that a local off-centering of Pb in PbTe and
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PbS is as large as of 0.25 Å. [167] This finding was supported by maximum entropy

analysis of single-crystal diffraction [188] as well as ab initio molecular dynamics

simulations. [192,193] However, extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)

investigation showed no evidence of Pb off-centering at all in PbTe. [194] Thus, in-

terpretation of the PDF and EXAFS data has been tricky and contradictory, and

possible existence and understanding of the mechanism of local structural distortion

induced dipole formation in PbTe are unclear.,

SnTe, a lead-free rocksalt analogue of PbTe, with similar electronic structure as of

PbTe, has recently attracted attention due to its high thermoelectric performance

[195–199] and topological crystalline insulating properties. [199–201] SnTe has a

low temperature ferroelectric phase below 100 K, having a non-centrosymmetric

rhombohedral structure (R3m), that transforms to a centrosymmetric cubic phase

(Fm3−m) above 100 K. [202–204] However, at higher temperatures, like in PbTe,

there has been indication of the development of local rhombohedral distortion (Sn-

off centering) in the globally cubic phase of SnTe. [202–204] Such local distortion in

the crystal structure on warming was shown by temperature dependent PDF [202] as

well as EXAFS studies. [203] Based on inelastic neutron scattering and first principle

calculations, strong anharmonic coupling between ferroelectric transverse optic mode

and longitudinal acoustic modes were evidenced in PbTe, which was shown to be

important for low thermal conductivity. [204,205] Recent inelastic neutron scattering

experiments have revealed that transverse optic mode in SnTe is less anharmonic

than PbTe, even though SnTe is closer to ferroelectric instability. [206] However,

owing to relatively high charge carrier density in SnTe originating from intrinsic Sn

vacancies, it is commonly believed that such local distortion of crystal structure may

not drive the system into a locally ferroelectric state, where the electric polarization

can be switched by an external electric field.

Herein, we use the temperature-dependent PFM to directly show that local ferro-

electric domains exist in SnTe at high temperatures (300-473 K) that can be switched
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by an externally applied electric field, although there is no global ferroelectric or-

dering. We observe a clear butterfly loop in the local strain measured as a function

of electric field, which is a hall-mark of piezoelectricity. We have employed first-

principles Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations to understand the origin

of the local ferroelectricity in SnTe.

We brought a conducting Pt−Ir coated Si tip mounted on a cantilever in contact

with the surface of a high quality rectangular polycrystalline sample of SnTe. In

order to probe the ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties of the microscopic region

underneath the tip, an ac voltage Vac was applied between the tip and the sample. In

contact mode, frequency dependent amplitude (Vac) response of the cantilever was

recorded to identify the contact resonance frequency of the cantilever. [138] All the

measurements presented here were performed at the contact resonance frequency

in order to achieve the highest sensitivity. As shown in figure 6.6 (a), the contact

resonance frequency varied between 50 kHz to 60 kHz during our measurements.

(a) (c)(b)

Figure 6.6: (a) Tuning curve of Pt − Ir conducting tip, (b) Hysteresis loops between phase and
dc bias of 30 V and, (c) butterfly-like loops between response signal and DC bias at three different
points on the sample in the “off” state.

In figure 6.6 (b), the hysteresis loop with coercive voltage 20 V and 180 Åswitching

of phase at three different points on the 2µm x 2µm area of the SnTe is shown which

directly shows switching of ferroelectric polarization. It should be noted that the

length scale that is probed at a time is of the order of 40 nm which is estimated

from the tip size. The butterfly loops captured at corresponding three points are

also shown in figure 6.6 (c).

Excluding ferroelectricity, other factors like electrostatic effects or electro-chemical
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effects could also contribute to phase switching in PFM experiments. [139, 149] In

order to minimize the role of electrostatic effects, all the spectroscopic measurements

were done in off state of the DC pulse sequence following the switching spectroscopy

PFM protocol pioneered by Jesse et al. [149,150] In order to confirm the absence of

the electro-chemical effects, [148] we performed non-contact topographic measure-

ments after PFM spectroscopy. However, no topographic structure growth due to

local electrochemical reaction was observed. In addition, we have performed mea-

surements by changing the temperature and relative humidity of the room and no

noticeable difference in the results were seen.

To further confirm the presence of local ferroelectricity in SnTe, we also imaged

the ferroelectric domains using DART PFM imaging mode. In this, an AC signal

was sent to the conducting probe which was in contact with the sample and the

response signal was measured as a function of the position of the tip on the sample.

Since the resonance frequency of the cantilever might also depend on the position

of the cantilever on the sample due to the variation in local physical properties of

the sample, the contact-mode resonance frequency of the cantilever may vary as

the tip scans on the sample. Since the resonance frequency of the cantilever might

also depend on the position of the cantilever on the sample due to the variation in

local physical properties of the sample, the contact-mode resonance frequency of the

cantilever may vary as the tip scans on the sample.

To keep the cantilever in resonance during the entire measurement an additional

feedback loop was used to track the shift in resonance frequency and drive the

cantilever at resonance throughout the imaging process [26]. In figure 6.7 (a), the

topographic image of the sample of 2µm x 2µm areas is shown. In figure 6.7 (b),

the phase image corresponding to the same area is also shown. Though the phase

image appears different from the topographic image, certain amount of topographic

cross-talk can also be seen in the phase image. The color contrast in the phase

image exhibits the distribution of domains with polarization pointing to different
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directions. The phase image shows regions with high (bright) and low (dark) values

of . From the bright to the dark region the phase shifts by 180◦ indicating that

the bright and dark regions are respectively ’up’ polarized and ’down’ polarized

ferroelectric domains.

Figure 6.7: Ferroelectric domains imaged at different temperatures. (a), (b) topography and phase
images respectively on 2µm × 2µm area of the sample at 50◦C. (c), (d) topography and phase
images respectively on 2 m x 2 m area of the sample at 150◦C . (e), (f) topography and phase
images respectively on 2 m x 2 m area of the sample at 200◦C.

To investigate the temperature dependence of the ferroelectric phase, we have

performed PFM imaging at higher temperatures up to 200◦C. The domains are seen

to exist up to 200◦C. The domains imaged at 50◦C, 150◦C and 200◦C are shown in

figure 6.8. Due to the increased thermal drift during scans at higher temperatures,

the domain boundaries could not be clearly resolved, which restricted us from clearly
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Figure 6.8: (a) Topographic image on 2µm×2µm area on the sample using DART PFM. (b) Phase
image on the same region of the sample as in (a) showing domains at room temperature.

detecting the evolution of the domain shape and size with increasing temperature.

The PFM results clearly demonstrate the existence of local ferroelectric ordering

in SnTe. Since SnTe crystallizes globally in a cetrosymmetric structure, the obser-

vation of ferroelectricity is surprising. It is therefore necessary to understand the

origin of local ferroelectricity in SnTe. Local off-centering of Sn atom in SnTe was

earlier confirmed by PDF [202] and EXAFS [203]analysis. Such off-centering might

create a local rhombohedral distortion, thereby resulting in local dipole in the global

centrosymmetric structure. [138, 176, 177] In addition, for SnTe, sp-hybridization is

small as s-band (lone pair) is significantly lower in energy than p-band. Therefore

valence state is mainly contributed by p electrons and each atom has three valence

electrons on average. Both Sn and Te in SnTe occupy octahedral coordination sites;

thus the required number of valence electrons per atom is six for forming six bonds.

Given the octahedral structure of SnTe and its three valence electrons per atom,

the choice of bond occupation is not unique. This leads to hybridization between

all possible choices for the three electrons forming six bonds. Such resonance or hy-

bridization between different electronic configurations is known as resonant bonding,

which should make the bonds in SnTe soft. [203, 207] Resonant bonding might also

lead to low frequency (soft) transverse optical phonon modes in SnTe thereby caus-

ing local rhombohedral distortion (local dipoles) in otherwise cetrosymmetric cubic
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(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Figure 6.9: Phonon dispersion of (a) SnTe in the centrosymmetric cubic rocksalt structure and in
its (b) structure with Sn sublattice off-centered along (111) direction by ∼0.13 Å; (c) Dependence
of unstable phonon frequencies at q = 2/a (0 0 0) and q = 2/a (0 0.46 0) on hydrostatic strain
(ε=aa0/a0), where a0 = 6.419Å; and (d) Dependence of total energy difference (per formula unit)
between ferroelectric and paraelectric states of SnTe and GeTe, with electric dipole arising from
displacement of Sn and Ge along (111) direction. Inset: (d) magnified plot for SnTe.

structure. Another way to view this problem is to understand the role of 5s2 lone

pair of electron of Sn in SnTe, which is often effective in distorting the local structure,

resulting in a local dipole in the cetrosymmetric structures. [138,176,202,203]

To gain deeper understanding of the local ferroelectricity in SnTe observed here,

we determined phonon spectrum (figure 6.9 (a)) of its centrosymmetric cubic struc-

ture using first-principles Density Functional Perturbation Theory (DFPT). Optical

phonons exhibit triply degenerate instability with frequency of 28icm−1 at the Γ

point. To identify related structural instabilities, we examined phonon spectrum

along the k-point path (L → Γ → K → W → Γ → U → X → Γ) in the Brillouin

Zone, covering all the high symmetry directions that join with five other high sym-

metry (K, L, X, W, U) points. In addition to the point instability, we find a set
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of unstable modes (see figure 6.9 (a)) in small pockets of the k-space lying along

the paths Γ → X and Γ → U. The strongest instability at q= 2π/a (0, 0.46, 0) is

slightly stronger (35 cm−1) than the one at point. The transverse phonon instabil-

ities at wave vectors in the neighborhood of q= 2π/a (0, 0.46, 0) give long period

anti-ferroelectric displacements of atoms (like in 180◦ domain walls). The frequen-

cies of these unstable modes vary sharply in k-space (see path Γ→ X figure 6.9 (a)),

signifying fairly long-range interactions. From the mixed opto-acoustic character

of these normal modes, the origin of long-range interaction is traced to coupling

between acoustic and optical modes. Thus, cubic SnTe exhibits polar instabilities

of comparable strengths at the long wavelength (at Γ, ferroelectric) as well as at

intermediate (at q= 2π/a (0, 0.46, 0)) wavelengths.

We compared this behavior of SnTe with that of cubic GeTe, a closely related

conventional ferroelectric. GeTe is the only other ferroelectric (at low temperatures)

in the family of IV − V I rock salt chalcogenide with cation off-centering along

(111). [208] In contrast to SnTe, the instability at the point of GeTe is the strongest

among all of its structural instabilities. We determined energetics of the distortions

of the cubic structure of SnTe with the unstable mode at point, by displacing

the atoms along its eigenvectors, and relaxed the structure. The off-centering of

the Sn atoms after complete relaxation of the structure is ∼0.13Å along the (111)

direction, which is accompanied by a rhombohedral strain (a= 4.55 Å, α= 59.780)

in the cubic unit cell. Phonon spectrum of the relaxed structure with off-centered

Sn sub-lattice exhibits no unstable modes (see figure 6.9 (b)), showing that uniform

Sn off-centering makes the structure locally stable and energetically favorable to

the cubic one as a result of weak anharmonicity evident in its shallow double well

energetics (figure 6.9 (d)).

The structural distortion associated with Sn off-centering in the cubic structure

of SnTe is expected to couple with strain. Since various phonon instabilities in SnTe

are of comparable strengths, we determine their dependence on strain (see figure
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6.9 (c)). Clearly, the ferroelectric instability at point varies strongly with strain,

vanishing completely upon application of small negative (compressive) strain, but

dominating in strength at positive (tensile) strains. The phonon spectrum of SnTe

at a tensile strain ε= 0.02, in fact, bears a striking resemblance with that of GeTe.

In contrast, the instability at the point q= 2π/a (0, 0.46, 0) is relatively insensitive

to strain, persisting for compressive strains of ε=−0.02. The mixed acoustic and

optical character of the unstable modes at q= 2π/a (0, 0.46, 0) evidently becomes

weaker for ε=−0.02 . Such competition between ferroelectric (Γ) and interme-

diate wavelength instability and crossover in their dominance with local strain is

responsible for the local ferroelectricity observed here. The energy gain associated

with cationic off-centering along (111) direction in SnTe (see inset figure 6.9 (d)) is

marginal. In comparison with other ferroelectrics the cationic displacement is how-

ever quite sizeable (∼ 0.13 Å). From the comparison of such energetics of cationic

displacement in SnTe and that in GeTe (figure 6.9 (d)), it is clear that both the

ferroelectric instability and anharmonicity of SnTe are much weaker than those in

GeTe [32]. This is consistent with our interpretations of the experiment here that

the Sn-Te bonds in SnTe are resonant with a very small stiffness (soft bonds), and

hence there is a small energy barrier for switching of its dipole moment. Hence, a

switchable local polarization is possible in SnTe.

Recent experimental observations by Knox et al. [202] using pair distribution

function (PDF) analysis give a strong evidence of the flat energy well we find in

SnTe (see figure 6.9 (d)).The authors observe relative sub-lattice shift of about

0.02 Åin the low temperature ferroelectric phase (TC∼100K) of SnTe, while the high

temperature (above 400 K) locally off-centered emphanitic phase exhibited atomic

displacements of about 0.05 Å [16]. However, allowing for local distortions explicitly

in the PDF analysis of the emphanitic phase produced atomic off-centering in the

range 0.1−0.2Å. This variability in atomic displacements is consistent with a highly

shallow energy surface and soft bonding in SnTe evident in figure 6.9 (d). Thus,
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the local ferroelectricity observed in SnTe above room temperature arises from (a)

its easily switchable dipoles due to a flat energy well, (b) its weak ferroelectric

instability competing with other intermediate wavelength λ ∈ [2a0, ∞] instabilities

of comparable strengths, which disrupt long range ferroelectric ordering, and (c) a

disparate anharmonic coupling of these polar instabilities with strain.

In conclusion, through direct PFM measurements of local polarization switch-

ing, we demonstrate that the recently discovered topological crystalline insulator,

SnTe, exhibits local ferroelectric ordering in globally centrosymmetric cubic struc-

ture above room temperature. Local ferroelectric ordering arises from the emergence

of dipoles associated with local structural distortions (Sn off-centering) accompanied

by local rhombohedral strain in the cubic SnTe, that originate from soft resonant

bonding and competing polar phonon instabilities. It will be worth searching for lo-

cal ferroelectricity in other resonantly bonded solids with cetrosymmetric structure,

such as PbTe, PbSe and PbS using local probes like PFM.

6.4 PFM is not a “ Smoking Gun” of ferroelectricity: Volt-

age induced local hysteretic phase switching in silicon

Owing to its semiconducting behavior, resilience against high temperature and high

electrical power, silicon has become one of the most popular substrates for wide

variety of systems ranging from thin solid films to bio-materials. [209–211] Such

systems grown/mounted on silicon are studied by diverse characterization and mea-

surement probes. One of the important measurement techniques where silicon is of-

ten used as a substrate is piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM). [210–212] In PFM

spectroscopy, a conducting AFM (atomic force microscope) cantilever is brought in

touch with a sample and the electro-mechanical interaction between the cantilever

and the sample is studied to determine how the sample responds to a sweeping dc

electric field applied on the cantilever. An ac signal rides on the sweeping dc field

for tracking the sample characteristics as the dc field sweeps. [212, 213] In PFM
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spectroscopy 1800 phase switching with voltage and a hysteresis in the phase vs. dc

voltage plot is traditionally considered to be a signature of polarization switching

thereby confirming the material under study to be ferroelectric. Furthermore, a hys-

teretic amplitude vs. dc voltage curve (traditionally known as a “butterfly loop”) is

considered to be the hallmark of piezoelectricity. [213] Silicon has been used in the

past as a very popular substrate for searching potential ferroelectrics/piezoelectrics

by PFM in solid semiconducting films [214], ferroelectric films, [215] soft materi-

als [211], bio-materials [216,217] etc. Silicon is widely used as a substrate for PFM

because it is thought that silicon is not ferroelectric and therefore it does not con-

tribute to phase-switching.

In the past the effect of the application of a large electric field by an AFM tip

on the surface of silicon in air was studied. In such studies, it was observed that

the silicon surface undergoes an electrochemical reaction resulting in nano-scale

structures of silicon oxide on the surface under the AFM tip. [218–223] However,

the electrical response of silicon was not studied by PFM spectroscopy and the role

of the substrate in PFM measurements on materials mounted on silicon remained

unknown.

Here, we report PFM measurements on un-doped silicon (100) wafers of resistiv-

ity ∼10Ω− cm in air. The silicon wafers exhibit clear and strong hysteresis as well

as “butterfly loops”. Nano-structures of silicon oxide grow under the PFM tip dur-

ing the hysteresis measurements due to the electrochemical reaction initiated by the

applied measurement potential. From the measurements on thick non-ferroelectric

samples mounted on silicon, we show that the observed hysteresis on silicon in air

may contribute significantly to the response from the sample mounted on it. This

might give rise to misleading results about the ferroelectric/piezoelectric properties

of samples mounted on silicon. We have repeated the experiments on silicon wafers

with different doping and different crystal orientation, no dependence on doping or

orientation was observed.
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Figure 6.10: “Piezo-response”-like signal observed on silicon: (a) Tuning of the conducting AFM
cantilever in the PFM mode prior to spectroscopic measurements, (b) Phase vs. dc-Bias data (at
relative humidity RH = 27%) showing hysteresis for the maximum dc- voltage of 40V (red), 50V
(blue), and 60V (magenta), (c) Phase vs. dc-Bias data (at relative humidity RH = 48%) showing
hysteresis for maximum dc- voltages of 40V (red), 50V (blue), and 60V (magenta), (d) Amplitude
vs. dc-Bias data showing “hysteresis loops” for maximum dc- voltages of 40V (red), 50V (blue)
and 60V (magenta).

In figure 6.10 (a), the in-contact resonance frequency varied between 280 to

300 kHz. The measurements were carried out at the resonance frequency in order to

achieve higher sensitivity and for simultaneously obtaining spectroscopic information

regarding strain and dissipation. The entire work was done in dual AC resonance

tracking (DART) mode of PFM. [148] Vac was kept constant at 10V during all the

measurements.

In figure 6.10 (b), we show the hysteresis in phase (φ) vs. dc bias (Vdc) plots for

different ranges of Vdc. At a relative humidity of 27%, we clearly observe hysteresis

loops for all ranges of Vdc, where the phase switches by nearly 1800 with a coercive

voltage of 18−20V . A phase switching of 1800 is generally believed to originate from

polarization switching in ferro-electrics. The coercive voltage in this case depends

on the maximum Vdc applied. Coercive voltage increases by approximately 10% as
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the maximum applied Vdc increases from 40V to 60V . The overall shape of the

hysteresis loop significantly depends on the ambient relative humidity. At higher

humidity levels (typically for RH∼40%), we also observe a dip near the switching

bias in the hysteresis loop. Figure 6.10(c) shows the hysteresis data obtained at

RH = 48%, where the dip is very large. The amplitude (A) vs. Vdc curve (shown in

figure 6.10 (d)) is also hysteretic and the shape of the loop strongly resembles the

so-called “butterfly loop” normally observed in piezoelectrics. The amplitude (A) is

directly related to the local strain experienced by the cantilever. In case of piezo-

electric materials the hysteresis in strain vs. voltage originate from the dynamics of

the piezoelectric domains in the material under an applied electric field [224]. We

have also investigated the time relaxation dynamics by varying the rate at which we

applied the voltage pulses during spectroscopic measurements. No clear dependence

of the spectroscopic data on the pulse rate was observed.

After every spectroscopic measurement we imaged the topography in non-contact

mode and observed that nanometer size structures were grown on the points where

the measurements were carried out. The overall size of the nano-structures varied

as the maximum range of Vdc varied. In figure 6.11 (a), we show the topographic

image of an area where a number of measurements were done with different ranges of

Vdc. The nano-structures grown during the spectroscopic measurements for different

Vdc are clearly visible in the figure. [225] In figure 6.11 (b) we show the height and

width of the nano-structures grown corresponding to the line-cuts drawn in figure

6.11 (a). In the insets of figure 6.11 (b) and figure 6.11 (d) we also show how the

heights vary with the maximum Vdc range applied. It is seen that the height of the

nano-structures grown during spectroscopy are 90nm, 190nm, 210nm, 470nm for

the maximum Vdc ranges of 80V , 90V , 100V , and 110V respectively.

In order to understand the possible role of applied bias on the growth of nano-

structures during spectroscopic measurements, we have attempted to grow nano-

structures on the silicon surface by usual AFM lithographic technique. In this tech-
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Figure 6.11: (a) Topographic image of nano-structures grown on silicon during spectroscopic mea-
surements with maximum bias of 80V , 90V , 100V , 110V , (b) height variation of the nano-structures
grown during measurements at 80V (magenta), 90V (orange), 100V (purple), 110V (red) corre-
sponding to the line-cuts shown in (a),(c) Topographic image of nanowires lithographically written
on silicon by the AFM tip at 10V , 20V , 30V , and 40V , (d) height variations of nanowires corre-
sponding to the line-cut in (c).

nique simply a dc-voltage is applied to the tip and the tip is scanned along a designed

geometrical shape on the sample surface. [226] If the sample material is electrochem-

ically active, the applied voltage will write a nano-structure on the sample as the tip

scans over it. In contrast, during the spectroscopic measurements, the tip remains

in contact with the sample at a particular point and the voltage is scanned between

−Vdc and +Vdc. In figure 6.11 (c), we show four parallel nano-wires lithographically

grown on the same silicon wafer by a conducting tip with applied voltages of 10V ,

20V , 30V , and 40V , respectively. From the line profile corresponding to the line-

cut shown in the image (figure 6.11 (d)), it is clear that height and the width of

the lithographically written nano-wires are dependent on the voltage between the

tip and Silicon. The height of the nano-wires are 0.40nm, 0.4 7nm, 1.12nm, 1.45nm

at 10V, 20V, 30V, and 40V respectively. The growth of such nanostructures was

not reversible, i.e., applying an opposite voltage after writing a structure did not
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erase the structure. The growth of such nano-wires on silicon surfaces was inves-

tigated [218, 219, 221, 227, 228], and was attributed to electro-chemical reactions on

the silicon surface in presence of moisture. From various analytical tools it was

inferred that the chemical composition of these structures were primarily silicon ox-

ide [229]. Therefore, it is rational to conclude that the nano-structures grown during

the spectroscopic measurements that we have carried out are also primarily made

up of silicon oxide formed due to the application of a high measurement voltage in

the presence of moisture.

In the context of electrochemical strain microscopy (ESM) [230,231], it has been

demonstrated that the growth of nano-structures underneath a conducting cantilever

might give rise to a deflection of the cantilever due to the electrochemical strain

developed during the reaction. [232] This might also lead to a hysteresis in the

phase and amplitude as we observe in the case of silicon. In case of silicon, since

the shape of the hysteresis loop depends on the relative humidity of the ambience

during the measurements, it can be inferred that the electrochemical processes are

indeed playing prominent role in generating the hysteresis effects. From the AFM

imaging and PFM spectroscopy alone it is impossible to comment on the reaction

dynamics under the tip. From the visual inspection of the hysteresis data it is

clear that the reaction dynamics is different at different humidity levels. While the

hysteresis itself may originate from some electrochemical reaction that leads to the

nano-structure growth, the dip in the phase vs. voltage curve at high humidity might

arise from a secondary chemical reaction favoured by high level of moisture. This

is somewhat similar to what is observed in the current(I) vs. voltage (V ) response

in cyclic voltametry of electrochemical processes with liquid electrolytes. [233] It

should be noted that even in the case of typical cyclic voltametry, the current vs.

voltage curves often show hysteresis and when more than one reactions are involved,

corresponding multiple features are observed in the hystertic I − V curves.

It is usually believed if the thickness of a given sample is large enough, the contri-
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bution from the substrate in the PFM results obtained on the samples (mounted on

the substrate) is not significant. This idea has been quantitatively explored in the

modified effective charge model developed by Morozovska et al. [234] According to

this model, the electric field induced by a charged PFM tip on the surface is given

by E3∝ Q
(x3+d)2

, where Q is the effective charge on the tip which is proportional

to the applied voltage Vdc, d is the distance between the tip and the equipotential

surface underneath the sample and x3 is the distance of the measured surface from

the equipotential surface under the sample, which is usually equal to the sample

thickness. It is argued that when the sample is thick i.e., d is large, the effective

electric field experienced by the underlying substrate is small and hence, the voltage

induced dynamics of the substrate should not contribute in the spectroscopic mea-

surements on the sample. Even though this model is widely used for analysing PFM

data on new materials, it should be noted that this model has been developed for

ferroelectric domain nucleation and switching. When the hysteresis appears from

phenomena not related to ferro-electricity, applying this model to rule out the role

of the substrate for thick samples may not be appropriate. In order to investigate

the influence of the silicon substrate on PFM measurements, we mounted a 1.36mm

thick Printed Circuit Board (PCB) (a known non-ferroelectric insulator) on silicon

and observed clear hysteresis and “butterfly loops” (figure 6.12 (c), figure 6.12 (e)).

Furthermore, for RH >40 % a dip near the switching bias appeared, which is similar

to the characteristic dip observed on silicon (figure 6.12 (b)) for RH >40 % . When

the measurement is done on the piece of PCB alone (mounted on a metal disk),

hysteretic behavior is observed (figure 6.12 (a,b))that shows identical shape at all

humidity levels i.e., the dip does not appear at high humidity levels. Hence, it is

clear that the dip observed in PCB mounted on silicon at higher humidity levels

appears due to the contribution from the silicon substrate. It can be concluded that

when PFM measurements are performed on samples mounted on silicon, hysteresis

effects that mimic ferroelectricity-induced switching may be obtained.
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Figure 6.12: (a)Phase vs. dc-Bias voltage in “on” (blue) and “off” (red) states measured on a
piece of 1.36mm thick PCB mounted on metal disk at RH = 42 % , (b)Amplitude vs. dc-Bias
voltage measurement showing the typical “butterfly loops” on PCB mounted on metal disk, Phase
vs. dc-Bias voltage in “on” (blue) and “off” (red) states measured on a piece of 1.36mm thick
PCB mounted on silicon at relative humidity of (c) RH = 33.3 %, (d) RH = 41.8 %. Amplitude vs.
dc-Bias voltage measurement showing the typical “butterfly loops” on PCB mounted on silicon at
relative humidity of (e) RH = 33.3 %, (f) RH = 41.8 %. (g) Triangular pulsed signal used for biasing
the tip during spectroscopic measurements, (h) typical phase-switching behaviour in time domain.
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It should be noted that in PFM measurements the hysteresis effects could also

arise due to the capacitive coupling between the conducting tip and the sample. [222]

In order to mitigate this effect all the spectroscopic data reported here were measured

by employing a switching spectroscopy PFM (SSPFM) protocol pioneered by Jesse

et al., where a sequence of dc voltages in triangular saw tooth form is applied

between the conducting cantilever and the silicon wafer. [149, 150] A profile of the

typical waveform applied during such measurements is shown in figure 6.12 (g) and

the corresponding 1800 phase switching in time domain is shown in figure 6.12 (h).

Bias dependent responses of phase and amplitude were recorded in the “off” state

to minimize the contribution of electrostatic interaction. [211] As it is seen in figure

6.12 (d) and figure 6.12 (f), the “off” state φ vs. Vdc and A vs. Vdc curves saturate at

higher voltages than the curves recorded in the “on” state. In addition, the “coercive

voltage” in the “off” state is also seen to be higher than that in the “on” state. This

difference indicates that the role of electrostatic interaction in the observed results

in the “off” state has been minimized.

In conclusion, we have performed PFM measurements on a popular semiconduc-

tors like Silicon, a material that is frequently used as a base material/substrate for

PFM measurements and observed ferroelectric like hysteresis in phase vs. voltage

and piezo-electric like “butterfly loops” in amplitude vs. voltage curves. The overall

shape of the hysteresis loops depends on the level of relative humidity in the ambi-

ence during measurements. Furthermore, we have also shown how nano-meter scale

topographic structures can be written on Silicon through AFM lithography under

ambient conditions. We attribute all the observation to electrochemical processes

taking place under the cantilever. When a thick non-ferroelectric sample material is

mounted on silicon for PFM measurements, the hysteresis is observed on the sample

which shows similar humidity dependence as silicon confirming that the observed

hysteresis in such case results from silicon. This makes Silicon a bad choice as sub-

strate for PFM measurements. Therefore, the observation of hysteresis loops alone
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in PFM is not a proof of ferroelectricity and/or piezoelectricity in materials as strik-

ingly similar hysteresis may also arise from phenomena other than ferroelectricity

and/or piezoelectricity. Moreover, by performing PFM experiments on a large num-

ber of non-ferroelectric systems we have shown that PFM hysteresis and “butterfly

loops” cannot be considered as “hallmark signatures” of ferroelectricity.
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7 Summary

We have discovered a novel TISC phase at mesoscopic interfaces between pure el-

emental metals and the topological non-trivial systems like 3-D Dirac semi-metal

Cd3As2, a Weyl semimetal TaAs and the topological nodal semimetal ZrSiS. The

majority of my thesis work is devoted to the point contact studies of the topological

material in search of topological superconductivity. Our home made point contact

system is used to acquiring the spectra using all elemental tips to explore the spec-

troscopic informations on the unknown materials in ballistic regime of transport.

In case of Cd3As2/Ag, the superconducting phase was seen to be unconventional

in nature where a robust zero-bias conductance peak also appears which might, in

principle, be attributed to a p-wave component in the order parameter symmetry.

In contrast, the TISC observed in TaAs was found to be surprisingly conventional

in nature. By employing the same technique it was also possible to induced a TISC

phase in other topological systems like ZrSiS and Pb0.6Sn0.4Te, a topological crys-

talline insulator. [235] Based on our experiments on a limited number of topological

systems out of a large number of such systems known, it is not possible to con-

clude anything about the possibility of a common mechanism of TISC for the entire

class of topological systems. It is not known whether ALL topological materials will

show a TISC phase at low enough temperatures. This discover is new and until

now no concrete understanding of the mechanism through which the TISC phase

emerges has not been achieved, we surmise that there could be multiple possibilities

which are worth looking at in detail e.g., (a) the metallic tip might introduce local

charge doping in a way so as to favor local superconductivity, (b) the point-contact

might alter the local band structure underneath the tip by physically altering the

local crystal structure and lowering the symmetry, which might help in stabilize a

local superconducting phase, and (c) it is believed that the topological semimetals

can be driven into topologically distinct phases under breaking of certain symme-
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tries. [6, 45]. In this case the symmetry that can be lowered is the gauge symmetry

which leads to a local phase coherence underneath the tip through stiffening of the

phase of the order parameter which fluctuate otherwise. Due to that, superconduc-

tivity (TISC) appears under the point-contacts. Therefore, it is also possible that

the emerging TISC phase in the topological semimetals emerges through a topolog-

ical phase transition under a point contact geometry. Our results are strongly in

favor of topological superconducting phase in topological semimetals, but additional

theoretical work is needed to fully understand the results.
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8 Future Outlook

The discovery of TISC in a wide range of topological systems provided a new route

to realizing superconductivity at mesoscopic interfaces of non-superconducting sys-

tems. At present it is not clear whether the superconducting phase thus emerging in

such non-trivial interfaces has topological properties or not. The main difficulty in

addressing this issue is the extremely small volume fraction of superconductivity in

TISC. However, a better understanding of TISC through controlled experiments can

lead to better understanding of superconductivity and topological phase transitions.

Following is a list of investigations that can be carried out in order to understand

the phase better.

1) Investigation of the band structures in presence of a tip is required for every

system that shows TISC. Such calculations may reveal whether the superconducting

phase coexists with the topological properties or not.

2) There should be an extension of the PCAR experiments to explore the meso-

scopic origin of emerging superconductivity under the point-contacts. In order to

do that, it will be required to perform double probe scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM) experiments. In such experiments, one probe can be used to induce super-

conductivity, and the other probe will do the spectroscopic measurements near the

point of contact of the first probe and then move away from it. These experiments

will clearly reveal the length scale of the TISC phase and will also help conclude on

the possibility of emergence of superconductivity through stiffening of the phase of

the order parameter.

3) It should be explored whether better control on the TISC phase can be

achieved by engineering nano-structures on pristine surfaces of topological semimet-

als.

4) Detailed theoretical calculations are necessary to understand how a phase

transition to a TISC phase takes place locally on topological semimetals.
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